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Abstract

Colorful animal ornaments have been a core research focus of the field of sexual
selection in evolutionary biology, and carotenoid-based coloration has been particularly wellstudied. Animals as diverse as fish, reptiles, and birds, have co-opted carotenoids from their
potential physiological roles for use as colorants of conspicuous yellow, orange, and red sexual
ornaments. Nearly 40 years of research has revealed a striking pattern in which animals
sometimes prefer to mate with individuals with the most richly colored carotenoid-based
ornament because they tend to be of higher quality than duller individuals of the same species.
What is less clear however, is how variation in coloration between individuals is created. Here, I
first discuss two hypotheses about the mechanisms that underlie variation in coloration of sexual
ornaments within a species. I compare and contrast the costly signaling hypothesis, which posits
that differential costs among high and low-quality individuals maintains honesty from colorful
ornaments and the index signaling hypothesis, which states that color signals can be cost-free
and honest when their production is intimately tied to core cellular process. Next, I present a test
of the predictions of those hypotheses by examining patterns of condition-dependent signaling
from carotenoids in the bird coloration literature using meta-analysis. Most coloration from
carotenoids comes from two distinct pathways: animals either deposit carotenoids unmodified
from their diet to the integument, or they metabolize dietary carotenoids though oxidation
reactions to produce ketolated carotenoids used for coloration. I show that coloration derived
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from converted, but not dietary, carotenoids is tightly linked to measures of individual quality,
suggesting that carotenoid conversion is an important factor in maintaining honesty from
carotenoid-based ornaments. Despite the long history of carotenoid research, a vertebrate model
system that is amenable to study the mechanistic basis for variation in carotenoid coloration and
metabolism has not been identified. The biochemical processes of converting yellow dietary
carotenoids to red carotenoids are conserved across taxa; from crustaceans to birds. Considering
this conservation, I then propose a novel system for carotenoid physiology research, the red
marine copepod Tigriopus californicus, and demonstrate that they convert dietary yellow
carotenoids to the red carotenoid, astaxanthin. Next, using this copepod system, I test predictions
of the hypothesis that mitochondrial function mediates the conversion of yellow carotenoids to
red. I employ two methods to manipulate mitochondrial function: exogenous heavy metal
exposure and hybridization. I demonstrate that modulation of aspects of mitochondria are
associated with reduced accumulation of astaxanthin, which may be due to impairment of
bioconverting yellow dietary carotenoids. Overall, my dissertation highlights key details about
carotenoids used for coloration of sexual ornaments that have not been incorporated in
hypotheses for the maintenance of honesty from colorful ornaments. Additionally, it describes a
system that is amenable to experimental manipulations and is poised to answer decade’s old
questions about the evolution of carotenoid coloration in animal ornaments.
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Chapter 1. What maintains honesty from colorful ornaments used in mate choice?

Manuscript published with co-authors Rebecca Koch, and Geoffrey Hill in 2017 in Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society, B. 372, 20160343.

Introduction
Female mate choice is hypothesized to be an important form of selection on bold and
brilliant color displays of male animals (Darwin, 1871; Andersson, 1994; Hill, 2006b). In
particular, it is widely proposed that choosing females assess prospective males by their colorful
ornaments because color displays can be honest signals of individual quality (Hamilton and Zuk,
1982; Hill, 1991; von Schantz et al., 1999). For signals of quality to be effective and
evolutionarily stable, they must be reliable such that there is a consistent correlation between
ornament expression and some unobservable male quality that is of interest to the female
(Zahavi, 1975, 1977; Grafen, 1990; Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). Thus, it has been
proposed that ornaments should evolve and be the object of female assessment only if they
remain honest signals of the true condition or quality of a male (i.e. condition-dependent
ornaments, Grafen, 1990).
The logical challenge to the concept of honest signaling is cheating. During mate choice,
the interests of a choosing female and a displaying male are fundamentally different (Parker,
2006; Arnqvist and Rowe, 2013). It is to each male’s advantage to present a signal that
maximizes his chances of mating—even if it is a dishonest reflection of his quality—while it is
to each female’s advantage to sort prospective mates by aspects of quality that will affect her
reproductive success (Hill, 1994b; Gavrilets et al., 2001). A wealth of empirical data from
1

diverse taxa shows that coloration can be an honest signal of male quality (Hill, 2006a; Svensson
and Wong, 2011; Garratt and Brooks, 2012), so the fundamental question is: what maintains the
honesty of colorful ornaments in mate choice systems (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003; Searcy
and Nowicki, 2005; Higham, 2013)?
In this essay, I review two hypothesized mechanisms for the enforcement of the honesty
of color signals assessed by females during mate choice: 1) the Costly Signaling Hypothesis
(Zahavi, 1975) and 2) the Index Hypothesis (Maynard Smith and Harper, 1995; Biernaskie et al.,
2014). The former is the foundation for the most widely accepted and cited hypotheses for how
color signals remain honest, proposing that costs entailed in the production or maintenance of
color displays ensure the honesty of the signals. On the other hand, the Index Hypothesis, which
proposes that signal honesty is maintained by cost-free mechanisms that arise from the
inexorable links between male condition and signal expression, is an often-overlooked but
important alternative as the basis for honest signaling from coloration. I first briefly review the
framework of the Costly Signaling and Index Hypotheses and consider their application to color
signals. I assess how including the perspective from the Index Hypothesis provides important
alternative explanations for experimental results from two empirical studies of colored
ornaments. Finally, I discuss how future studies can better tease apart whether honest color
signals used in mate choice are shaped by costly or cost-free mechanisms—or a combination of
both.
Mechanisms of honest signaling
The Costly Signaling Hypothesis
The Costly Signaling Hypothesis requires that signals be costly to be reliable (Spence,
1973; Zahavi, 1975; Johnstone, 1995). In the realm of animal coloration, costs come in a variety
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of forms such as increased predation risk (1a, Table 1-1) or resource allocation towards
ornamentation instead of body maintenance (1b, Table 1-1). However, for signaling to be
evolutionarily stable with little cheating, these costs associated with ornamentation must
ultimately result in a decrease in fitness (Zahavi, 1975; Grafen, 1990; Maynard Smith and
Harper, 1995, 2003; Hasson, 1997). Moreover, a key premise of costly signaling theory is that
ornamentation will impose a higher cost for low quality males than high quality males
(Pomiankowski, 1987; Grafen, 1990; Hurd, 1997; Getty, 1998a). Consequently, signals remain
honest because males of low quality simply cannot recover sufficient fitness from dishonest
signaling to compensate for the high cost of ornamentation. For example, bold and conspicuous
coloration may slightly increase the predation risk for a high quality male with good stamina and
agility, but the same coloration may greatly increase the predation risk for a low quality male
that is less able to evade predators (Candolin, 1999). Similarly, high and low quality males may
suffer differential effects of allocating resources to ornament production and away from
physiological functions that contribute to fitness (Halliday, 1987; Zera and Harshman, 2001; 1b,
Table 1-1). As with predation risk, allocating critical resources to ornamentation rather than body
maintenance may cause low quality males to suffer higher fitness costs than high quality males
(Kodric-Brown and Brown, 1984; Møller et al., 2000; McGraw et al., 2010). The unifying theme
of costly signaling is that the fitness costs of ornamentation maintain signal honesty because only
high quality males gain a net fitness benefit from producing the color displays most preferred by
females (Grafen, 1990).
Zahavi (Zahavi, 1975) proposed the first conceptualization of the Costly Signaling
Hypothesis in biology with his handicap principle, which states that ornaments pose a survival
cost on the signaler such that only high quality males can withstand the handicap of being fully
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ornamented. Bearing a large ornament is a strategic cost –a cost in excess of what is needed to
unambiguously convey information (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003)– and thus this form of
honest signaling has been termed wasteful signaling (Zahavi and Zahavi, 1997). Zahavi’s
hypothesis proposed survival costs as an intuitive mechanism for maintaining signal reliability,
but his verbal model was met with much early criticism (reviewed in Maynard Smith and Harper,
2003). The plausibility of the handicap principle was not validated until the 1980s through
mathematical modeling by Enquist (Enquist, 1985), Pomiankowski (Pomiankowski, 1987), and
especially Grafen (Grafen, 1990). Grafen’s game-theoretic approach showed that strategic costs
could maintain honesty if lower quality individuals paid more than high quality individuals to
achieve full ornamentation (Grafen, 1990). This validation bolstered Zahavi’s handicap principle
as the paradigm for the evolution and persistence of honest animal signals in the wild.
Many recent critiques of the handicap principle argue that the realized costs of
signaling—the actual decrease in fitness incurred by giving the signal—required by the handicap
principle are not wholly sufficient, or required, to prevent cheating. (Lachmann et al., 2001;
Bergstrom et al., 2002; Grose, 2011; Számadó, 2011; Higham, 2013; Kane and Zollman, 2015).
The key points of these critiques are that a high signal cost is not the only mechanism that
maintains honesty, and that cheap or cost-free signals (i.e., signals imposing little or no reduction
in fitness) can be honest. For example, when the potential costs of cheating are sufficiently
high—such as risk of punishment through harassment of cheaters—the realized costs of honest
signals could be zero (Számadó, 1999, 2011; Lachmann et al., 2001); in other words, a signal
that is not difficult to produce or maintain can still be honest if cheaters run the risk of paying
high costs through social mediation or other means. As long as high-quality individuals and not
low-quality individuals gain a net fitness benefit from giving a high-quality signal, costs paid for
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giving the signal are arbitrary in maintaining signal honesty (Számadó, 1999; Lachmann et al.,
2001; Bergstrom et al., 2002). Despite the mounting evidence that handicap-like costs are
perhaps unlikely to maintain honesty in most signaling systems (Bergstrom et al., 2002; Getty,
2006; Számadó, 2011; Zollman, 2013; Huttegger et al., 2015), research on animal coloration
frequently cites costly mechanisms, like those of the handicap principle, for maintaining signal
honesty (Pryke et al., 2001; Alonso-Alvarez et al., 2008; Freeman-Gallant et al., 2011; Roulin,
2016).
While Zahavi’s handicap principle of honest signaling originally focused on maintenance
costs and increased mortality as the means to ensure signal honesty (Zahavi, 1975), research on
honest signaling via color displays in recent decades has largely extended the concept of costly
signals to include production costs and especially resource tradeoffs (discussed in detail below)
as the potential mechanisms for maintaining honesty in color signals (Verhulst et al., 1999;
Roulin, 2016). The Costly Signaling Hypothesis is an overarching concept that extends the
Handicap Principle (Table 1-1) to propose that the costs associated with ornament production or
maintenance are key to signal honesty. However, others have shown that alternative cheap or
cost-free mechanisms can also maintain signal honesty (Hamilton and Zuk, 1982; Getty, 1998b;
Számadó, 1999, 2011; Lachmann et al., 2001; Biernaskie et al., 2014; Kane and Zollman, 2015)
but have largely been ignored in the animal coloration field.
The Index Hypothesis
The second major explanation for honest signaling in the context of mate choice is the
Index Hypothesis, which proposes that coloration can serve as an uncheatable signal of
individual quality if it is inexorably linked to individual condition (Maynard Smith and Harper,
1995; Hill, 2011; Biernaskie et al., 2014). By this idea, signal honesty is not maintained by costs
but is instead ensured because signal production relies directly on the function of internal
5

processes that cannot be faked. Proponents of the Index Hypothesis recognize that all behaviors
and physiological processes inevitably require energy, resources, and/or time that could
potentially have been allocated toward other functions. However, the Index Hypothesis proposes
that the requirements of producing or maintaining the signal are not sufficient to impose
handicaps or other costly constraints described by the Costly Signaling Hypothesis. Under the
Index Hypothesis, signals are honest because their expression is fundamentally linked to core
physiological processes—not because of costs associated with that signal.
The concept of index traits has long been accepted as a cost-free mechanism to ensure
honesty of vocal and behavioral displays (Maynard Smith, 1956; Riechert, 1978; Enquist, 1985;
Maynard Smith and Harper, 1995). For example, in Red Deer, the pitch of roaring vocalizations
is causally linked to body size (larger males have a longer vocal apparatus that produces a deeper
pitch) and thus fighting ability (larger males are also more successful in intrasexual competition)
(Clutton-Brock and Albon, 1979). In this example, roaring is an honest signal of fighting ability
because it is an index of body size that cannot be faked (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003).
However, the concept of index traits has rarely been invoked to explain the signal honesty of
animal coloration (Searcy and Nowicki, 2005; Irschick et al., 2015).
Hamilton and Zuk’s essay on plumage color as an honest signal of parasite resistance was
the first time a cost-free mechanism was proposed to maintain honesty in animal color signals
(2a, Table 1-1; Hamilton and Zuk, 1982). They concluded that bright feather coloration acts as
an honest signal of heritable parasite resistance. While the mechanisms of honestly signaling
genetic parasite resistance through feather coloration was not explicitly discussed, Hamilton and
Zuk rejected the idea that females would select for a handicap. Instead, they proposed that
females would select for a ‘demonstration of health that cannot be bluffed’ (note 20 in Hamilton
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and Zuk, 1982), which is precisely what I and others (Maynard Smith and Harper, 1995) argue to
be an index signal.
More recently, Hill (Hill, 2011) revived the idea that a cost-free mechanism could ensure
honesty from animal color signals by proposing that condition-dependent expression of colorful
ornaments can arise when the underlying physiological pathways that produce coloration are
dependent on the same core cellular processes that are the key determinants of individual
condition (2b, Table 1-1). By this ‘shared pathway’ concept, color displays can be fully executed
only if the biochemical and cellular processes of an individual are functioning well. System
functionality, in turn, depends on the combination of genetic, environmental, and gene by
environment interactions that determine an individual’s condition (Hill, 2011, 2014). Ornament
expression matches the condition of the male because maximum expression is trivial if the
individual is functioning well, but impossible if the individual is functioning poorly.
Mitochondrial function in particular has been proposed to be a key physiological process that
links ornamentation to overall condition (2c, Table 1-1) (Koch et al., 2016).
For example, several recent investigations have shown that colorful ornament expression
can be honest signals of condition because the pigments themselves are sensitive to oxidative
stress from free radicals, such high oxidative stress levels would reduce the colorfulness of the
pigments (Blount et al., 2003; Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2010). Oxidative stress arises when
production of free radicals exceeds the capacity of antioxidant systems (Monaghan et al., 2009;
Costantini, 2014). Because core system processes, including the immune response and
mitochondrial respiration, can be major contributors to oxidative stress when they are
dysfunctional (von Schantz et al., 1999), the Index Hypothesis predicts that colorful ornaments
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can honestly signal condition because of these inherent connections between oxidative stress,
system functionality, and ornamentation (Hill, 2014; Koch et al., 2016).

Assessing studies of honest signaling from coloration ornaments
While the Costly Signaling and Index Hypotheses are both theoretically viable and not
mutually exclusive, research on honest signaling via coloration has been dominated by an
assumption of the necessity of costs. In this section, I briefly review how signaling costs have
been specifically proposed to maintain signal honesty in male coloration, focusing on the
prominent concept of resource tradeoffs (1b, Table 1-1). I then introduce how a consideration of
cost-free index mechanisms can both refocus interpretation of experimental and correlational
studies and offer new opportunities for future study.
The resource tradeoff hypothesis (1b, Table 1-1) posits that honest signaling from
coloration is due to differential allocation of the substrates used to produce ornamental
coloration, and it is among the most commonly invoked mechanisms to maintain the honesty of
color signals under the Costly Signaling Hypothesis (Folstad and Karter, 1992; Baeta et al.,
2008; Blount and McGraw, 2008; McGraw, 2008). Pigments, the substrates used to synthesize
pigments, or the components needed for integumentary microstructures potentially have uses
within the body other than color production, so individuals might face a direct allocation tradeoff
(Zera and Harshman, 2001). By this idea, only high quality males can afford the cost of
allocating resources to produce a good color signal and still meet the demands of body
maintenance (Morehouse, 2014). Thus, this resource tradeoff conceptualization of the Costly
Signaling Hypothesis has two key assumptions: 1) the resources needed for coloration are scarce
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or difficult to obtain, and 2) the same resources needed to produce coloration also serve
important physiological functions.
Costly signaling through differential resource allocation is perhaps most often applied to
carotenoid-based ornaments because carotenoid pigments cannot be synthesized de novo within
the animal body and must be acquired from the diet (Goodwin, 1986). Whether or not
carotenoids are a limited resource in the diets of most animals has been debated for 25 years
(Hill, 1994a; Hudon, 1994; Olson and Owens, 1998), with still surprisingly few direct
measurements of the carotenoid contents of diets of wild animals and carotenoid requirements of
ornaments (Grether et al., 1999; Hill et al., 2002; McGraw, 2006). Moreover, carotenoids are
thought to be relevant, powerful antioxidants and important boosters of immune response such
that allocating carotenoids towards coloration comes at the cost of those pigments not being
available for these other functions (Chew and Park, 2004; Aguilera and Amat, 2007; Baeta et al.,
2008). Carotenoid coloration may therefore be an honest signal of oxidative stress or immune
system function because allocating potentially scarce and important carotenoid resources to
coloration is thought to be too costly for males of poor quality. Related hypotheses propose that
testosterone may be a critical mediator of the relationship between ornament color and individual
quality by affecting both carotenoid allocation and immune function (1c, Table 1-1) or oxidative
stress (1d, Table 1-1); in this case, only high quality individuals could afford to pay potential
costs of high testosterone—costs that could potentially be offset by the beneficial function of
carotenoids. Although the concept of the resource tradeoff is widely cited as the mechanism that
maintains honesty from carotenoid signals, whether carotenoids are limiting resources for most
animals with carotenoid-colored signals and whether they are relevant to animal antioxidant and
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immune systems remains largely unresolved (Olson and Owens, 1998; Young and Lowe, 2001;
Costantini and Møller, 2008; Isaksson and Andersson, 2008).
This resource tradeoff hypothesis has been applied less extensively to melanin
pigmentation, but the substrates needed for production of melanic ornaments are also ultimately
sourced from an animal’s diet and therefore may be limited resources requiring differential
allocation among functions. For example, the melanin pigments that produce black, brown, and
rufous coloration are synthesized from an essential amino acid that is also used for myriad
physiological functions, including hormonal cascades and immune responses (Kanehisa et al.,
2006). An attempt to manipulate the access to key precursor amino acids in the diets of House
Sparrows (Passer domesticus), however, failed to affect black melanin coloration (Poston et al.,
2005). In addition, melanin synthesis requires trace metals that have been proposed to be limited
in the diet, which could maintain honesty if there is a cost to allocating those metals to melanin
synthesis instead of to internal maintenance functions (McGraw, 2008). However, the role of
these potential resource limitations and physiological tradeoffs in production of melanin
ornamentation remains contentious (Jawor and Breitwisch, 2003; Griffith et al., 2006).
In contrast to pigmentary coloration, much less attention has been focused on honestymaintaining mechanisms for structural coloration, though these ornaments may also function as
honest signals of quality. Structural coloration requires the precise arrangement of integumentary
microstructures, and the integrity of microstructures has been shown to be an honest signal of
male body condition in some systems (Keyser and Hill, 2000; Shawkey et al., 2003; Siitari et al.,
2007). The Costly Signaling Hypothesis has also been adopted to explain honesty from
structurally colored ornaments with proposed costs related to production and precise
organization of the components that produce coloration (Fitzpatrick, 1998).
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While the importance of resource tradeoffs to signal honesty is widely accepted,
definitive testing of how differential resource allocation shapes condition-dependent coloration is
challenging. It is typically extremely difficult to know the quantity of pigments or other
resources available to the individual producing the ornament, how pigment resources are
allocated within the body, and whether patterns of allocation change in the manners predicted by
tradeoff hypotheses. For example, an individual may vary the amount of pigments it has
available for ornamental use at any of the various stages of in the pigmentation process,
including absorption from the diet (in the case of strictly dietary pigments, like carotenoids),
transportation to target tissues, metabolic transformation (if necessary), as well as deposition in
the integument (Hill et al., 1994). The complexities of allocation make the interpretations of
whole-animal experimentation problematic because non-terminal investigations generally rely on
the quantities of pigments in circulation as a proxy for the internal pigment stores. Such methods,
however, do not allow researchers to distinguish between re-allocation versus disruption of
uptake, transport, or metabolism. This problem of “blackboxing” the physiological and
biochemical processes that determine pigment usage within the body of an animal presents a
major challenge to understanding the mechanism that give rise to honest signaling.
For example, a foundational experiment performed by Faivre et al. (Faivre et al., 2003) is
often cited as compelling evidence for carotenoid pigment allocation away from ornamental
coloration and toward immune and antioxidant function during immune activation. In this
experiment, male European Blackbirds (Turdus merula) were injected with a foreign substance
(sheep red blood cells) to induce an innate immune response that was quantified via a blood
haemagluttination test; the coloration of each male’s characteristically orange bill was measured
before and after injection. Faivre et al. (Faivre et al., 2003) reported that bill coloration became
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duller after injection in all males, and that dullness of bill coloration correlated positively with
strength of haemagluttination response. These results were interpreted as being supportive of the
Costly Signaling Hypothesis, with carotenoids being allocated away from coloration and toward
an immune response. However, without understanding the specific allocation processes
occurring within the blackbirds, the results of Faivre et al. (Faivre et al., 2003) are also consistent
with the Index Hypothesis. Challenged birds may have exhibited duller ornaments because of a
change in underlying system functionality independent of reallocation of carotenoids for immune
defense. For instance, challenged blackbirds may have absorbed fewer carotenoid pigments from
the diet to avoid potential pro-oxidative effects of carotenoids (Huggins et al., 2010). The
relationship between dullness of bill and strength of haemagluttination response is also
potentially consistent with the Index Hypothesis because a decreased haemagluttination reaction
may indicate a bird that was less challenged by an antigen, and therefore may have better
functioning core cellular processes that also enable it to produce a bright orange bill. By the
Index Hypothesis, bill coloration is a signal of the core system functionality that underlies
processes mediating both immunocompetence and ornament production (Hill, 2011).
Experiments with melanin pigmentation are also inconclusive with regard to the
mechanisms that link ornamentation to condition. For example, the dark melanin patches on the
wings of male damselflies are sexually selected traits that have been shown to honestly signal
parasite resistance (Siva-Jothy, 2000). Importantly, melanin production in this and other insect
species is dependent on a shared pathway with immune defense, the phenoloxidase (PO)
pathway. Using an experimental parasite challenge, Siva-Jothy (Siva-Jothy, 2000) found that
males with higher parasite burdens after inoculation also had elevated PO levels but lighter, more
heterogeneous wing patches. The author concluded that melanic wing pigmentation is an honest
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signal of male parasite resistance because the cost of diverting resources to melanin production
was too great for poor condition males. However, alternative conclusions are plausible under the
Index Hypothesis. If individual condition is considered to comprise the functionality of core
physiological processes—in this case, the PO immune response pathway—then it might be
expected that an individual in poor condition to also exhibit poor functionality of melanin
production pathways. Melanin ornaments can thus serve as honest signals of condition through
cost-free mechanisms because melanin production is an index of immunocompetence through a
shared pathway between melanin pigment production and immune function.

Discerning costly tradeoffs from cost-free indices
I have used two empirical examples to demonstrate that the acceptance of the Costly
Signaling Hypothesis framework in interpretation of experimental results is not always
warranted because experimental designs often cannot rule out alternative explanations. However,
just as it is challenging to clearly demonstrate that resource allocation is a cost to ornamentation,
it can be equally difficult to definitively demonstrate links to biochemical pathways that enforce
honesty in signaling systems. I propose that future studies work to clarify the mechanisms of
honest signaling by performing targeted experimental manipulations that can better isolate the
importance of costs versus physiological function in determining ornament expression. Indeed, I
argue that better awareness of the Index Hypothesis and its potential application to male
coloration used in mate choice displays will lead to more decisive experimental design and
effective interpretation of results.
Specifically, recent and ongoing advancements in biomedical, molecular, and genetic
technologies present new opportunities for testing the roles of resources, energy, cellular
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processes, and other key factors in maintaining honesty in colored ornaments. For example, the
primary roadblock to definitively demonstrating the role of differential resource allocation in
condition-dependent carotenoid color expression is the inability to clarify where, when, and in
what quantities carotenoids are moved through the bodies of animals. Relatively unexplored
techniques, such as designing radiolabels for carotenoid pigments, may be key to isolating the
actual size of the pool of carotenoid resources to which an individual has access and how those
resources are allocated under changing conditions. Studies of pigment resource abundance and
movement can be paired with the use of new genetic discoveries—such as key genes in the
biosynthesis of melanin (Mundy, 2005) and the metabolism of red carotenoids (Lopes et al.,
2016; Mundy et al., 2016)—to consider how the genetic regulation of pigment uptake and/or
transformation may interact with resource use in defining both signal expression and individual
performance. To test the role of allocation or resource tradeoffs in maintaining honesty in color
signaling, we must isolate specific tradeoffs, their fitness costs to males of differing quality, and
their role in color signaling systems.
Testing the Index Hypothesis is particularly challenging because the physiological
processes and potential shared pathways that define individual quality are difficult to isolate.
Perhaps the most effective means to test a potential index signal is to focus on the mechanisms
generating that signal and to consider how such mechanisms may overlap with other
physiological pathways involved in individual performance (such as the immune system; Koch et
al., 2016). By performing a targeted experimental manipulation that alters the functionality of the
hypothesized controlling mechanism and then measuring the resulting effects on ornament
expression, we may be able to elucidate whether central pathways drive variation in ornament
production.
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For example, it was recently proposed that mitochondrial cellular respiration is the core
pathway that links ornamentation to aspects of condition (2c, Table 1-1; Hill, 2011). Many
aspects of individual condition that are usually invoked with respect to condition-dependent
ornaments, such as immune function and reproductive success, can be traced through pathways
that intersect at the level of the mitochondrion (Hill and Johnson, 2012; Johnson and Hill, 2013;
Hill, 2014; Koch et al., 2016). This is important because the mitochondrion is both the core
energy producer of the animal body and also a critical integrator organelle that interprets,
transduces, and responds to a multitude of internal signals. As such, functionality of an
individual’s mitochondria may be a primary mechanistic basis for the Index Hypothesis;
mitochondrial processes could be considered the fundamental physiological processes that
determine both ornament and individual quality, thereby maintaining uncheatable signals (Hill,
2014). Basic understanding of mitochondrial function is progressing rapidly and leading to novel
means to manipulate mitochondrial function (Huang et al., 2005; Desquiret et al., 2006; Salin et
al., 2012), providing new means to test the idea that colorful ornaments act as index signals
because mitochondrial function potentially mediates both individual condition and
ornamentation. Future research into how ornament quality varies with mitochondrial function as
well as with the performance of traditional measures of individual condition, such as
immunocompetence or oxidative stress balance, will be important to test ideas related to honest
signaling. Laboratory techniques, such as quantifying mitochondrial ATP production efficiency
or production of free radicals (Gerencser et al., 2009; Brand and Nicholls, 2011; Stier et al.,
2013) or performing biochemical manipulations that inhibit various aspects of mitochondrial
function with or without corresponding changes to free radical production (Huang et al., 2005;
Desquiret et al., 2006; Salin et al., 2012), will be critical to advancing these ideas. For example,
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detecting a change in carotenoid coloration after experimental inhibition of mitochondrial
function in the absence of increased free radical production would indicate that color expression
is dependent on internal functionality rather than on costs of using the pigments as antioxidants.
Determining a direct mechanistic link between mitochondrial function and ornament production
will be important to determine whether colored signals are true indices of cellular function.
Conclusion
“The diversity of …mechanisms … producing cost-free, minimal-cost signals, and handicaps at
the equilibrium, will reveal itself in its full shape and beauty when researchers are primed to
look for it” (Számadó, 2011).
The entrenchment of the paradigm that signals must be costly to be honest has resulted in
a widespread acceptance that allocation tradeoffs define color signals, while experimental data is
often equivocal and correlational evidence does not rule out alternative explanations. To advance
understanding of the mechanisms that maintain signal honesty, I encourage scientists to design
experiments and collect data that can disentangle competing hypothesis and to consider whether
alternative hypotheses may provide valid alternative explanations to observations. The Costly
Signaling and the Index Hypotheses are not mutually exclusive; it may prove that both the
functionality of core pathways and costs resulting from resource limitations contribute to color
expression and establish the observed links between condition and ornamentation. It is time,
however, to open the black box that has been erected around many physiological systems so as to
better understand the mechanisms that underlie honest signaling in animal coloration.
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Table 1-1. Key hypotheses proposed to maintain honesty from animal color signals.
Overarching
principle

Underlying concepts

Description

Key
reference(s)

1. Costly
Signaling
Principle

a) Zahavi handicap
principle

Signals are honest because they act
as handicaps in contexts other than
mating that are too costly for lowquality males.

(Zahavi,
1975, 1977)

b) Resource Tradeoff
Hypothesis

The production of ornaments
requires the irreversible allocation of
resources that could otherwise serve
a beneficial function; as a result,
only individuals in good health and
otherwise good condition can
"afford" to produce high quality
ornaments.

(KodricBrown and
Brown,
1984)

c)
Immunocompetence
Handicap Hypothesis

Testosterone both suppresses
immune function and enhances
ornament production, so only
healthy individuals can withstand the
high testosterone required for good
ornamentation.

(Folstad and
Karter,
1992)

d) Oxidative
Handicap Hypothesis

Testosterone mediates a trade-off
between ornament expression and
internal system function by posing
an oxidative challenge, such that
only good condition individuals can
withstand the increased oxidative
burden of high testosterone and still
produce high quality ornaments.

(AlonsoAlvarez et
al., 2008)

a) Good genes (the
Hamilton-Zuk
Hypothesis)

Full expression of colorful
ornaments is an 'unbluffable display'
dependent on male condition that
signals genetic parasite resistance.

(Hamilton
and Zuk,
1982)

2. Index
Hypothesis
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b) Shared Pathway
Hypothesis

Honest signaling of male condition
from colorful ornaments arises
because of physiological links
between vital cellular processes and
coloration.

(Hill, 2011)

c) Mitochondrial
Function Hypothesis

Mitochondrial function is the key
shared pathway that integrates
immunocompetence, oxidative stress
maintenance, and other aspects of
individual condition with ornament
expression.

(Hill, 2014;
Koch et al.,
2016)
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Chapter 2. Carotenoid metabolism strengthens the link between feather coloration and individual
quality.
Manuscript published with co-authors Eduardo Santos, Anna Tucker, Alan Wilson, and Geoffrey
Hill in 2018 in Nature Communications 9, 73.

Introduction
The red, yellow, and orange coloration produced by carotenoids has been studied
extensively by behavioral ecologists and evolutionary biologists interested in understanding the
signal content of animal ornaments (Hill, 2007; Blount and McGraw, 2008; Garratt and Brooks,
2012; Simons et al., 2012). Under the indicator model, carotenoid coloration serves as an honest
signal of individual quality (Kodric-Brown and Brown, 1984; Hill, 1991), and this hypothesis
has been supported in many studies of fish, reptiles, lepidopterans, and birds that showed
associations between carotenoid coloration and various measures of individual quality (Svensson
and Wong, 2011). Despite decades of research, however, the mechanisms that maintain honesty
and link carotenoid coloration to individual quality remains contentious (Hill, 2011; Weaver et
al., 2017).
Understanding the connections between individual quality and carotenoid ornamentation
demands an understanding of the biochemistry of the pigments involved (Box 1; Hill and
Johnson, 2012; García-de Blas et al., 2015). Carotenoids are perhaps best known for the
attractive coloration that they produce in animals, but carotenoids are ubiquitous cellular
components with many functions. Carotenoids serve as vitamin A precursors in vertebrates
(Stahl and Sies, 2003), and they may act as antioxidants or play a role in bolstering immune
defenses (Blount et al., 2003; Chew and Park, 2004). Despite their important physiological
functions, carotenoids cannot be synthesized by animals de novo; whether they are used as
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external colorants or serve functions in cellular pathways, ultimately all carotenoids must be
obtained from the diet (Goodwin, 1992).
Studies on the function and evolution of carotenoid coloration have frequently focused on
birds, particularly bird plumage, and sufficient studies have now been published to identify
patterns among studies for associations between individual quality and feather coloration
resulting from different categories of carotenoid pigments. In this quantitative synthesis, I
categorize carotenoids used for feather coloration as “dietary” if the pigments are present in food
and deposited in feathers without further modifications (Fig. 2-1). The two most common dietary
pigments used as colorants in birds are lutein and zeaxanthin. If dietary carotenoids are
metabolically oxidized internally by the bird to form ketocarotenoids before deposition to
feathers (Fig. 2-1; Box 1) I refer to them as “converted”, e.g., echinenone, canthaxanthin, and
canary xanthophylls (McGraw, 2006). Yellow carotenoid-based coloration can result from the
deposition of either non-pro-vitamin A dietary carotenoids (i.e., lutein and zeaxanthin) or their
metabolized products (i.e. canary xanthophylls; Box 1; Fig. 2-1). In contrast, red carotenoid
pigments are generally absent from the diets of songbirds, so red feather coloration results from
deposition of converted carotenoids that are metabolic products of pro-vitamin A carotenoids
(i.e., β-carotene and β-cryptoxanthin) or of dietary hydroxy-carotenoids (Fig. 2-1; Brush, 1990).
Many empirical studies have demonstrated associations between the hue, chroma, or multivariate
principal components of reflectance spectra from carotenoid-pigmented feathers (hereafter
collectively referred to as “richness of coloration”) and various proxies of individual condition
including size-adjusted body mass, immune function, parasite resistance, and aspects of
reproductive and parental performance (Table 2-1; Hill, 1991; Hill and Montgomerie, 1994; von
Schantz et al., 1999; McGraw and Hill, 2000a; Cotton et al., 2006; Ferns and Hinsley, 2007;
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Murphy et al., 2009; del Cerro et al., 2010; Edler and Friedl, 2010). The result is a perplexing
collection of studies with inconsistencies in the direction and magnitude of associations between
carotenoid coloration and individual (Isaksson et al., 2007; Karu et al., 2007; Fitze et al., 2009;
Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2010; Garratt and Brooks, 2012).
Previous reviews of condition-dependence of carotenoid pigmentation in birds have not
considered whether the ornamentation involved dietary or converted carotenoid pigmentation as
a potential moderator to explain heterogeneity of their results (Griffith et al., 2006; Simons et al.,
2012, 2014). I hypothesized that a lack of consideration of the biochemical pathways involved in
production of carotenoid displays of different species might account for some apparent
inconsistencies in the literature between condition and carotenoid coloration. Specifically, I
hypothesized that the strength of the relationship between coloration signal and individual
quality is dependent on whether or not the color display involved metabolic conversion of dietary
carotenoids. I predicted that because the mechanisms of carotenoid metabolism might be linked
to basic cellular function (Weaver et al., 2016, 2017), feather coloration requiring carotenoid
metabolism would have a stronger positive relationship with measures of individual quality than
feather coloration derived from deposition of unaltered dietary carotenoids (Hill, 1999; Hill and
Johnson, 2012). Additionally, metabolism of carotenoids requires the maintenance of enzyme
systems (Box 1; Lopes et al., 2016) and perhaps additional transport of carotenoids (García-de
Blas et al., 2015) that may create stronger links between coloration and system performance for
ornaments produced from converted pigments versus unaltered dietary pigments. I tested our
hypothesis using meta-analysis techniques to quantitatively synthesize published results on the
relationships between individual quality and plumage coloration that was produced from dietary
versus converted carotenoids.
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Methods
Literature search
A literature search of the Web of Science and Google Scholar databases using
combinations of the keywords “carotenoid”, “color”, “condition”, “signal”, “feather” and
“quality” returned over 1,600 potentially eligible published articles. This search was based on the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses statement (PRISMA;
Moher et al., 2009). I also considered as potentially eligible articles data from studies included in
published meta-analyses of bird coloration (Griffith et al., 2006; Simons et al., 2012) and
references therein. The online database search was last performed on 11 April 2017 on titles,
abstracts and keywords in both databases. I did not request unpublished data sets from
colleagues, because of the risk of biasing the estimates of effect size (see Jennions et al., 2013).
Because I was interested in the signal content of carotenoid-based plumage, I focused on studies
that quantified feather color using standardized color metrics (see Color Metrics below) of
natural adult color levels. Therefore, I excluded studies from our meta-analysis for any of the
following reasons: only plasma concentrations of carotenoids were measured; only coloration of
non-feathered structures was measured (e.g. wattles, legs, beaks); or only nestling or juvenile
coloration was studied. I did not include measures of feather brightness as it is sensitive to
factors unrelated to pigmentation (see below). Additionally, to be included in our meta-analysis,
studies must have investigated one of the following proxies of individual quality: (1) nutritional
condition, (2) immune response, (3) parasite resistance, or (4) reproductive or parental quality
(Table 2-1).
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Data extraction and coding
I used the correlation coefficient, Pearson’s r, as the effect size metric to describe the
association between measurements of feather coloration and aspects of individual quality. The
effect size metric was extracted directly from each study when available. For cases in which
studies did not provide Pearson’s r (n=44), the reported test statistics (F, ρ, χ², τ, t, and means
and standard deviations or standard errors) were used to estimate r (Lipsey and Wilson, 2001).
Pearson’s r was Fisher’s Z-transformed to for statistical analyses to meet normality assumptions
of linear models. Researchers commonly refer to r = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 as small, medium and large
effect sizes (Cohen, 1988; these benchmarks are equivalent for Zr values), respectively. The sign
of the correlation coefficient was changed in some cases to facilitate comparisons across metrics
of individual quality; for example, some measures —such as parasite load— were often
negatively correlated with richness of coloration but indicated a positive relationship with quality
(e.g., McGraw and Hill, 2000b).
Original studies often include multiple effect size estimates because of the measurement
of several life history traits associated with individual condition or performance (e.g., immune
function or fledging success) and/or from different color metrics (see below). When more than
one effect size is reported these data points cannot be assumed to be independent. To deal with
this issue, I ran multi-level, random-effects meta-analytic models that allowed me to include
multiple, non-independent effect sizes per study. This was accomplished by including the study
identity and species identity as random effects (Nakagawa and Santos, 2012).
Color Metrics
Standing variation in richness of color between individuals is requisite for assessing
quality from carotenoid-based ornaments. Common metrics used to quantify this variation in
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feather reflectance include comparisons to standard color charts (e.g. Munsel), calculations of
hue, chroma and brightness or composite metrics such as principal components (PCA) from
spectrophotometer data or digital photographs. Hue describes the unique spectral color (e.g.
“red”, “orange”, “yellow”) and chroma describes the saturation or spectral purity of the color
display relative to brightness, (i.e. total reflectance; Montgomerie, 2006). I did not include
measures of brightness in the analyses because it is strongly influenced by the physical structure
of the feather which may be altered by abrasion and wear and is difficult to interpret for
carotenoid content (Shawkey and Hill, 2005).
Meta-analysis Technique
To evaluate the strength of correlation between all measures of individual quality and
overall feather color richness, I first used a Bayesian mixed-effects meta-analytic model without
distinguishing between carotenoid types (i.e. “Combined”; intercept only model). To further
partition heterogeneity, I conducted a Bayesian meta-regression analysis with carotenoid type
included as a categorical moderator to test the effect of the source of ornamental coloration
(either dietary or converted carotenoids) on the overall relationship between color and quality. I
then performed a second meta-regression analysis to test the strength of association of each
quality category with both dietary and converted carotenoid-based plumage. Lastly, I used a third
meta-regression model to quantify the relationship between coloration and quality for each bird
species examined in the data set. I used the MCMCglmm package (Hadfield, 2010; Hadfield and
Nakagawa, 2010) in program R version 3.3.0 (R Core Team, 2017) to conduct the Bayesian
mixed-effects meta-analyses.
To adequately correct for non-independence, it is necessary to model the correlations
among effect sizes. For instance, effect sizes for immune response and fledging success are
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likely to be correlated when the traits were measured from the same group of individuals.
Unfortunately, such correlations are almost never reported in the original studies, and are seldom
accounted for in meta-analytic models (but see Booksmythe et al., 2017), potentially biasing
general finding. Thus, to conservatively account for such correlations, I report multi-level
models that assume all correlations to be 0.5. Additionally, in the supplementary material, I
report the results of the same models assuming correlations of zero. I note that qualitatively the
results are very similar among these meta-analytic models.
I also accounted for the evolutionary history of the bird species used in the study by
including a phylogenetic random effect to the models. These meta-analytic models used avian
phylogenetic trees with the Ericson backbone from (Jetz et al., 2012). To account for uncertainty
in the phylogenetic reconstruction, I used a sample of 1,000 trees, so that each tree was sampled
at iteration, t. I calculated phylogenetic heritability H2 as an index of phylogenetic signal. H2 can
be defined as the proportion of phylogenetic variance in relation to the sum of all other variance
components, with the exception of sample error variance. When the unit of analysis is at the
species level, H2 is equivalent to Pagel’s  (Housworth et al., 2004).
For all multi-level models, I used parameter expanded priors (V=1, nu=1, alpha.mu = 0,
alpha.V = 1000) for all random effects. I used a combination of total iterations and burn-in
period so that the posterior distributions consisted of 1,000 samples for the model parameters. I
report point estimates from the models based on the posterior means, and considered fixed factor
estimates to be statistically significant if the 95% credible interval (95% CI) did not overlap zero.
To quantify heterogeneity in multi-level meta-analytic models, I calculated a modified version of
the I2 statistics (following Nakagawa and Santos, 2012). This procedure partitions the proportion
of variance not attributable to sampling variance into the contribution of the random factors of
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the model. In these models, these are the variance in effect sizes due to phylogenetic relatedness,
differences among species, differences among studies, and differences in within-study variation
(residual variation). The sum of the percentages of total variation due to these sources yields the
original I2 proposed by (Higgins et al., 2003).
To test for potential publication bias, I visually evaluated funnel plot asymmetry of effect
size as a function of sample size. Then, I conducted an Egger’s regression (Egger et al., 1997) to
test statistically for publication bias. The analyses of bias for the multi-level models was
conducted on the meta-analytic residuals (see Nakagawa and Santos, 2012), as this ensures that I
meet the assumption of independence.
Results
The final dataset included 197 effect size estimates from 52 studies of 21 bird species
published from 1994 to 2013. Detailed results from each model are listed in Table 2-2. Mean
effect size estimates and 95% CI are reported unless otherwise noted. Mean estimates with
credible intervals that do not include zero are a statistically significant effect at α= 0.05.
Carotenoid-based Plumage Coloration as an Honest Signal of Individual Quality
Consistent with previous meta-analyses and reviews that did not account for carotenoid
type, I found a small positive correlation between richness of coloration and individual quality
overall, but note that the 95% CI slightly overlaps zero (Zr= 0.195, 95% CI: -0.012 to 0.416; I2 =
98.12%). However, when I parsed the data between species with plumage coloration resulting
from converted versus dietary carotenoids, I found that the relationship between richness of
coloration and individual quality held only for species that used converted pigments (Converted:
Zr = 0.276, 95% CI: 0.066 to 0.478; Dietary: Zr = 0.129, 95 % CI: -0.061 to 0.360; Fig. 2-2a).
On average, I found that dietary carotenoid coloration is a weaker predictor of overall quality
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than converted carotenoid coloration (β(Dietary) = -0.156, 95% CI: - 0.351. to 0.056), though the
credible intervals from this comparison slightly overlap zero.
Body Condition
Measures of body condition were not reliably positively correlated with carotenoid-based
feather coloration (Zr = 0.11, 95% CI: -0.104 to 0.329, Fig. 2-2b), and I found no clear difference
in the relationship between carotenoid types (Converted: Zr = 0.123, 95% CI: -0.118 to 0.359;
Dietary: Zr = 0.144, 95% CI: -0.104 to 0.399).
Immune Function
On average across all measures of immune function, I found that feather coloration was
not a reliable predictor (Zr = 0.146, 95% CI: -0.069 to 0.407; Fig. 2-2c) with no clear difference
in the relationship between carotenoid types (Converted: Zr = 0.150, 95% CI: -0.086 to 0.421;
Dietary: Zr = 0.162, 95% CI: -0.083 to 0.384).
Parasite Resistance
When no distinction was made between carotenoid types, richness of coloration was
positively correlated with parasite resistance (Zr = 0.285, 95% CI: 0.076 to 0.535). When I added
carotenoid type as a moderator to the model I found that coloration from dietary carotenoids was
weakly correlated with parasite resistance (Zr = 0.055, 95% CI: -0.168 to 0.320; Fig. 2-2d). In
contrast, coloration from converted carotenoid-based plumage was strongly positively associated
with parasite resistance (Zr = 0.455, 95% CI: 0.240 to 0.707; Fig. 2-2d) and was a more reliable
signal than coloration from dietary carotenoid-pigmented feathers (β(Dietary) = -0.412, 95% CI: 0.652 to -0.167).
Reproductive and Parental Quality
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I found that overall, carotenoid coloration positively correlated with aspects of
reproductive and parental quality (Zr = 0.259, 95% CI: 0.0435 to 0.478; Fig. 2-2e), but that the
pattern was driven by converted carotenoid feather coloration (Converted: Zr = 0.353, 95% CI:
0.087 to 0.621; Dietary: Zr = 0.142, 95% CI: -0.074 to 0.387). However, converted feather color
was only a marginally better predictor of quality than dietary feather color (β(Dietary) = -0.206,
95% CI: -0465. to 0.065).
Species-level analysis
The strength of the relationship between feather coloration and combined measures of
individual quality was dependent on the individual species (Fig. 2-3). However, I found only a
weak phylogenetic signal among carotenoid types (I2= 2.12%) in the overall analysis (Table 22).
Residual Heterogeneity
As mentioned above, heterogeneity in the overall meta-analytic model was high (I2 =
98.12%; see Higgins et al., 2003 for used benchmarks). Including carotenoid type as a moderator
in the overall model reduced heterogeneity (I2 = 71.97; Table 2-2). More variance was
partitioned by the addition of quality category as a model moderator further decreasing
heterogeneity (Table 2-2). High amount of heterogeneity remained after I included carotenoid
type and quality category as moderators in the model indicating that other variables not included
in this analysis may be influencing the relationship between feather coloration and aspects of
individual quality (Table 2-2; Viechtbauer, 2010).
Publication Bias
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Using sampling variance as a predictor, results from the Egger’s regression did not
indicate any funnel plot asymmetry based on meta-analytic residuals from the overall model (t195
= 1.974, p = 0.05).
Discussion
Carotenoid coloration is among the most frequently cited examples of a conditiondependent signal of quality assessed by females during mate choice across many animal taxa
(Cotton et al., 2006; Svensson and Wong, 2011), but there is only mixed empirical support for
the assertion that carotenoid coloration is a reliable signal of individual quality (Hõrak et al.,
2001; Isaksson et al., 2007; Isaksson and Andersson, 2008). I hypothesized that a key
confounding variable that has not been adequately considered in previous comparative studies of
the signal function of carotenoid coloration is whether the color display is derived from dietary
versus converted carotenoids. Displays derived from converted carotenoids might be better
signals of quality if carotenoid metabolism creates stronger connections between color displays
and the cellular processes that give rise to the state of condition in the animal (Hill, 2011; Hill
and Johnson, 2012).
The patterns that I observed in this meta-analysis of studies testing the conditiondependency of carotenoid coloration indicate that whether the carotenoid coloration under study
is dietary or converted is an important predictor of the likelihood that a color display will be
correlated to a measure of individual quality. Importantly, I did not observe a clear phylogenetic
pattern in the strength of the relationship between coloration and quality (Fig 2-3.) When I
assessed all studies of carotenoid feather coloration, without regard for whether the pigments
were dietary of converted, there was some evidence that carotenoid coloration was conditiondependent (but note that the 95% CI slightly overlapped zero; Fig. 2-2a). This pattern was
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driven by significant effect of converted carotenoids. Dietary carotenoids showed much weaker
condition dependency that was not significantly different than no effect. Studies of converted
carotenoids showed consistent correlations between parasite resistance and aspects of parental
and reproductive quality. These results have important implications for understanding the
mechanisms that link carotenoid coloration and individual condition.
Endler (Endler, 1980) first proposed that carotenoid coloration in animals could serve as
an honest signal of quality because carotenoids are scarce resources that are challenging to
accrue. Experiments with guppies (Kodric-Brown, 1989) and house finches (Hill, 1992) showed
that depriving individuals of carotenoids during ornament production caused loss of color, but
whether resource limitation was the basis for signal honesty in natural environments remained
contentious (Hill, 1994; Hudon, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997).
The dual role of carotenoids—either ornamental or physiological—is the foundation of
the resource allocation trade-off hypothesis for why carotenoid coloration is a reliable signal of
individual quality in many animals (Weaver et al., 2017). Under this hypothesis, carotenoids are
needed both for body maintenance and for ornamentation and thus only individuals with large
stores of carotenoids or with low demands for body maintenance due to superior health can
afford to allocate sufficient carotenoids for production of full ornamentation. This hypothesis
makes two key predictions: 1) carotenoids are a limiting resource and 2) there is direct
competition between ornament production and body maintenance for the same pool of
carotenoids. Therefore, by this hypothesis carotenoid coloration links to foraging abilities by
invoking a tradeoff in use of carotenoids between physiological demands and production of
ornamentation (Lozano, 1994; von Schantz et al., 1999; Møller et al., 2000).
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Alternatively, carotenoid coloration may serve as a reliable signal of individual quality
because the mechanisms involved in the metabolic conversion of carotenoid pigments (Fig. 2-1;
Box 1) are intimately linked to vital cellular pathways (Hill, 2011; Hill and Johnson, 2012;
Weaver et al., 2017). This shared pathway hypothesis predicts that regardless of the carotenoid
resources that are available, disruption of core cellular processes, and particularly cellular
respiration, will reduce production of carotenoid ornamentation (Johnson and Hill, 2013; Hill,
2014). Moreover, under the shared pathway hypothesis, metabolism of dietary carotenoids for
ornamentation should create stronger connections between cellular processes and carotenoidbased signals because the pathways required for carotenoid metabolism are sensitive to the
cellular environment (Hill, 1999; Hill and Johnson, 2012). The process of transforming dietary
carotenoids to ketocarotenoids (Box 1) could be a key mechanism responsible for maintaining
honesty from converted yellow and red carotenoid-based feather coloration and explain why
yellow dietary carotenoid coloration is a not reliable signal of individual quality on average (Fig.
2-2).
If the links between carotenoid coloration and condition arise simply because allocation
of carotenoids to ornaments signals the ability to efficiently acquire scarce resources, then under
the resource tradeoff hypothesis, all forms of carotenoid coloration should serve as robust signals
of body condition. Alternatively, the shared pathway hypothesis predicts that carotenoid
coloration will be weakly associated with body condition and no difference should exist between
carotenoid types. I show that on average, across multiple species and a range of condition
proxies, the signal of body condition from plumage coloration was not robust for either dietary or
converted carotenoids (Fig. 2-2b). These observations could reflect the seasonal changes in
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variation in body condition that are not consistently correlated with feather coloration, which is
dependent on the condition of the bird at the time of molt.
Perhaps one of the most ubiquitous statements made of carotenoids is their powerful
antioxidant capacity and immune boosting properties demonstrated by in vitro studies (Krinsky,
1989; Chew and Park, 2004; Hix et al., 2004). However, the specific roles that carotenoids might
play in vivo in free radical scavenging or immune system function are uncertain and contentious
(Hartley and Kennedy, 2004; Costantini, 2008; Costantini and Møller, 2008; Pérez-Rodríguez,
2009). A previous meta-analysis by Simons et al. (Simons et al., 2012) examined the
relationship between carotenoid content and multiple measures of immunocompetence in birds to
test the idea that carotenoid content or coloration is an honest signal of this quality. They found
that circulating carotenoid levels in the plasma related to only two out of seven measures; PHA
response — a commonly used skin swelling assay of immunocompetence — and antioxidant
capacity. Additionally, carotenoid coloration of feathers or skin was not a reliable signal for six
out of seven proxies of immune function or oxidative stress (Simons et al., 2012). These results
are generally consistent with those of Simons et al. in that feather coloration was weakly
correlated with measures of immune function, and was not a robust signal on average (Fig. 2-2c).
Furthermore, whether coloration was derived from dietary or converted carotenoids had no effect
on the honesty of coloration as a signal of immune function. The complex pathways involved in
innate and acquired immunity may obscure meaningful interpretation of immunocompetence
from only measuring the relative abundances of different types of white blood cells in
circulation.
Unlike measures of immune function, studies on internal or surface parasites in birds
benefit from a simple methodology that is straightforward to interpret. One of the earliest and
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widely cited examples of honest signaling of parasite resistance from feather coloration was
Hamilton and Zuk’s (Hamilton and Zuk, 1982) study that proposed that “bright” feather
coloration evolved to signal heritable parasite resistance. This seminal study served as the
cornerstone for new ideas about why females might pay attention to male ornaments. I found that
birds with converted carotenoid feather coloration had a strong relationship with parasite
resistance. In contrast, birds that directly deposited carotenoids from their diet showed a weak
and unreliable correlation with parasite resistance (Fig. 2-2d). The mechanisms involved in the
transformation of dietary carotenoids might act as a signal of the underlying genetic or
physiological mechanisms that provide parasite resistance.
The stronger associations between reproduction and plumage color derived from
converted versus dietary pigments could be a consequence of stronger associations between male
condition and ornamentation produced by converted versus dietary carotenoids. The proxies for
reproductive and parental quality that were used in this study are a composite of the strategies
and performances of both the ornamented male bird and its mate (Burley, 1986; Harris and Uller,
2009; Ratikainen and Kokko, 2010). Female mate choice for male coloration should be stronger
when the signal of condition is stronger, so the stronger association between reproduction and
converted carotenoids could arise through stronger female choice for such signals. Moreover, if
the stronger preference for coloration resulting from converted carotenoids means that such
males attract higher quality mates then color based on converted carotenoids would be more
strongly linked to reproductive success. In many species of perching birds, males directly
participate in nesting so there should also be direct effects of male condition on reproductive
success. Any of these factors could have contributed to the stronger associations of color
produced by converted carotenoids and reproduction.
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The proxies for quality used in nearly every study of carotenoid coloration are rooted in
the ability to efficiently produce ATP via oxidative phosphorylation at a level necessary to meet
physiological demand. Thus far, the mechanism by which carotenoid coloration links to quality
has remained speculative. Direct measures of both the allocation of specific pools of carotenoids
to physiological function versus ornament production and the effects of direct manipulation of
mitochondrial performance on carotenoid production are needed to definitively test the resource
allocation and shared pathway hypotheses.
Conclusions and Future Research Directions
Overall, in this meta-analysis I found support for the hypothesis that carotenoid-based
plumage coloration serves as an honest indicator of individual quality in birds (Hill, 1991). The
strength of this signal, however, is greater for species that convert dietary carotenoids to
ketolated carotenoids before utilizing them for feather coloration. These results are not consistent
with the resource allocation hypothesis because dietary carotenoids are the pigments primarily
implicated in immune enhancement and free radical scavenging, and yet they were not
consistently associated to proxies for individual quality. These results are consistent, however,
with the hypothesis that conversion of dietary carotenoids acts to strengthen the relationship
between feather coloration and measures of quality and may be an important mechanism in
maintaining honesty from carotenoid-based ornaments.
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Boxes
Box 1: Carotenoid structure, nomenclature, and metabolic transformations.
Carotenoids used for coloration in most animals are C40 tetraterpenoids. They consist of a central
polyene chain — a system of conjugated carbon bonds that comprises most of the chromophore
(i.e. part of the molecule that reflects light) — with ionone rings at either end (Fig 1). These
hydrocarbon carotenoids are called carotenes whose specific names are derived from the types of
ionone end rings present. β-carotene (β, β-carotene) contains two β-ionone rings, while αcarotene (β, ε -carotene) contains one β-ionone and one ε-ionone ring (Britton & Goodwin
1982). Carotenoids containing at least one unmodified β-ionone ring can be cleaved by most
animals to yield retinal and thus have pro-vitamin A potential. Modifications to the end rings
though oxidation reactions determine the function and color of the carotenoid by increasing its
polarity and/or chromophore length. The addition of conjugated double bonds lengthens the
chromophore and increases peak light absorption from shorter to longer wavelengths, causing a
shift from yellow towards red color (a bathochromic shift).
Carotenes can be modified by the addition of oxygen (as hydroxyl or ketone functional groups)
to carbons 3 or 4 of the ionone end rings through oxygenation or dehydrogenation reactions.
These oxygenated carotenoids are broadly known as xanthophylls. Specific xanthophyll names
are determined by the presence of either one or more hydroxyl groups (hydroxy-carotenoids)
and/or ketone groups (keto-carotenoids) to the ionone rings. Zeaxanthin (3,3’-dihydroxy-βcarotene) and lutein (3,3’-dihydroxy- α -carotene) are common hydroxy-carotenoids that are
abundant in the diet of many herbivorous and insectivorous animals. In contrast, ketocarotenoids such as echinenone (4-keto-β-carotene), canthaxanthin (4,4’-diketo-β-carotene), and
astaxanthin (3,3’-dihydroxy-4,4’diketo -β-carotene) are mostly absent from animal diets. Instead,
keto-carotenoids are produced either through ketolation of hydroxy-carotenoids or through
hydroxylation and ketolation of carotenes and are responsible for most of the vibrant red hues of
animal integuments. However, not all keto-carotenoids yield red coloration; canary
xanthophylls—ketolated products of lutein and zeaxanthin that are derived from dehydrogenation
of the existing hydroxyl groups —produce a rich yellow color used by some songbirds as feather
pigments. The mechanism by which the ketone is formed includes a change from β-ionone rings
to ε-ionone rings which shortens the conjugated system (shortens the chromophore) causing
canary xanthophylls appear yellow and not red.
Despite the prevalence and importance of carotenoids in animals, the genetic architecture and
physiological mechanisms involved in carotenoid metabolism have only recently been identified.
In 2016, two independent lab groups characterized the genetic basis for red bill and red feather
coloration, dubbed the redness gene. This gene encodes a cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase
CYP2J19 that catalyzes the oxidative transformation of dietary carotenoids to hydroxy- or ketocarotenoids Identification of the particular mechanisms and cellular locations involved in
hydroxylation and ketolation of carotenoids in animals is currently underway.
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Tables
Table 2-1. Commonly used proxies for quality to evaluate the relationship between carotenoidbased ornaments and individual quality.
Category
Metric
Relationship with Quality
Condition

Immune

Parasite

Reproduction

Body Mass

+

Size Adjusted Body
Mass

+

Ptilochronology

+

Anti-Oxidant Capacity

+

Antibody

+

Disease Survival

+

Environmental
Pollutant

-

HL Ratio

-

Pathogen Challenge

-

Oxidative Damage

-

PHA response

+

WBC count

+

Load

-

Resistance

+

Clutch Size

+

Feeding Rate

+

Fledgling number

+

Fledgling Success

+

Lay Date

-

Nest Attentiveness

+
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Table 2-2. Results from mixed-effects multilevel phylogenetic meta-analyses that assume effect
sizes within studies are correlated (r=0.5) k = number of effect sizes, m = number of species.
Category (combined) represents estimates from a meta-analytic model with life history trait
category as a predictor, while Category (Converted) and Category (Dietary) represent estimates
from a meta-analytic model with an interaction between life history trait category and type of
carotenoid as predictor variables. Effect sizes in bold are considered to be statistically
significantly different from 0, as the 95% credible interval did not overlap 0.
Analysis

Overall

k

197

m

21

Mean
(Zr)

Lower
CI
(2.5%)

0.195

-0.012

Upper

Heterogeneity

I2

Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity

CI
(97.5%)

(%)

(Varstudy) %

(Varspecies) %

(phylogeny)
%

0.416

98.12

0.581

1.06

2.12

Carotenoid
Type:

71.97

Converted

95

13

0.276

0.066

0.478

Dietary

102

8

0.129

-0.061

0.360

Category
(combined)

72.63

Condition

37

14

0.111

-0.104

0.329

Immune
Function

42

10

0.146

-0.069

0.407

Parasite
Resistance

49

11

0.285

0.076

0.535

Reproductive
and Parental
Quality

69

11

0.259

0.035

0.478

Category
(Converted)

95.37

Condition

19

9

0.123

-0.118

0.359

Immune
Function

21

6

0.150

-0.086

0.421
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Parasite
Resistance

30

8

0.455

0.240

0.707

Reproductive
and Parental
Quality

25

4

0.353

0.087

0.621

Condition

18

5

0.144

-0.104

0.399

Immune
Function

21

4

0.162

-0.083

0.384

Parasite
Resistance

19

3

0.055

-0.168

0.320

Reproductive
and Parental
Quality

44

7

0.142

-0.074

0.387

Category
(Dietary)
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Figures

Figure 2-1. Bioconversion pathways of carotenoids in birds. To produce feather coloration,
passerine birds either use dietary carotenoids unaltered or use carotenoid pigments that are
metabolically derived from dietary pigments. Depicted are the proposed metabolic pathways by
which the common dietary carotenoids in the diets of passerine birds can be converted into the
red and yellow ketolated carotenoids found in feathers (Stradi et al., 1997, 1998; McGraw, 2006)
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Figure 2-2. The weighted mean correlation (Zr) of feather color richness in relation to individual
quality. The strength of the association was calculated for all published studies without
consideration of the carotenoid type in the feathers of the study bird (Combined, black squares),
for only studies of bird species with plumage coloration derived from converted carotenoids (red
squares), and for only studies of bird species with plumage coloration derived from dietary
carotenoids (yellow squares). Proxies of quality were divided into b) body condition, c) immune
function, d) parasite resistance, and e) aspects of parental and reproductive quality. Square size is
inversely proportional to the variance of the mean effect size. Horizontal lines represent 95%
credible intervals. Effect size estimates with credible intervals that do not include zero are
statistically significant effects (α =0.05).
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Figure 2-3. The contribution of each species in the overall relationship between feather color
richness and measures of individual quality. Boxes represent weighted mean correlation (Zr)
effect sizes for species with plumage coloration from converted (red) and dietary carotenoids
(yellow). Box size is inversely proportional to the variance of the mean effect size. Horizontal
lines represent 95% credible intervals. Effect size estimates with credible intervals that do not
include zero are statistically significant effects (α = 0.05).
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Chapter 3. On the bioconversion and distribution of astaxanthin in the marine copepod,
Tigriopus californicus
Manuscript published with co-authors Geoffrey Hill and Paul Cobine in 2018 in Journal of
Plankton Research 40, 142-150.

Introduction
With few exceptions, animals cannot synthesize carotenoids de novo from basic
biological precursors (Britton and Goodwin 1982). To use carotenoids as external colorants,
animals as diverse as flamingos and lobsters must obtain carotenoids from their diet (Fox and
Hopkins 1966; Cianci et al. 2002). Animals with red coloration can derive red carotenoid
pigments via two distinct pathways: they can ingest yellow pigments and oxidize them to
produce red keto-carotenoids (Fig. 3-1) or they can ingest red pigments directly. For most
metazoans, yellow carotenoids are much more common components of diets and thus most
metazoans derive red coloration through the conversion of yellow dietary pigments (Goodwin
1984; Brush 1990). The processes involved in carotenoid bioconversion have far reaching
implications for research across fields of study ranging from ecotoxicology (Weaver et al. 2016)
to sexual selection for colorful ornaments (Hill 1991; Weaver et al. 2017). Yet, despite the long
history of research on the evolution and distribution of carotenoid coloration across diverse taxa
such as birds, fish, and crustaceans, an ideal model system for studying the genetic and
physiological mechanisms involved in carotenoid metabolism in animals does not exist.
Recently, I have begun investigating the potential of the red marine copepod Tigriopus
californicus (Baker 1912) to serve as a model system for the study of carotenoid physiology.
Over the past four decades, Tigriopus copepods have become model organisms for studies on
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ecotoxicology (Raisuddin et al. 2007), phylogeography (Edmands 2001), local adaptation
(Pereira et al. 2016), and mitochondrial-nuclear interactions (Ellison and Burton 2008). As a
result, a wealth of physiological and genetic data exist that will facilitate detailed investigations
in the molecular mechanisms involved in carotenoid coloration. However, fundamental aspects
of their pigment physiology are relatively unexplored.
In the wild, Tigriopus californicus and other species within the genus Tigriopus typically
have bright orange-red coloration (Fig. 3-2 a,c) that is produced via accumulation of the red
keto-carotenoid astaxanthin (Goodwin and Srisukh 1949; Davenport et al. 2004; Weaver et al.
2016). The orange-red coloration is visible to the naked eye, but upon closer inspection under a
dissecting microscope the pigment appears to be in the highest concentration along the gut lining
and in lesser amounts throughout the exoskeleton. Adults retain a single naupliar eye spot
located on the dorsal anterior cephalosome that is a vibrant red color (Fig 3-2). Previous studies
have examined the microstructure of the naupliar eye and speculated that the red color was the
result of carotenoids, but no formal analysis was undertaken (Martin et al. 2000). Carotenoids
may also be deposited into eggs (Goodwin and Srisukh 1949). Wild gravid females and gravid
females fed microalgae in the lab carry a single median egg sac of 15-40 developing embryos
(Burton 1985) that transitions from a dark gray to rich red color as development progresses (Fig
3-2c).
The dietary source of carotenoid coloration of Tigriopus copepods is supported by the
observation of Davenport et al. (1997) that when they are reared on a diet lacking dietary
carotenoids, they lose their characteristic red color and appear white. However, to date, the
dietary requirements and the bioconversion of dietary carotenoids to astaxanthin by Tigriopus
californicus has not been the subject of well-controlled studies.
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In this study, I first characterized the molecular source of pigmentation in T. californicus.
I compared the body coloration and identified the carotenoid content of animals fed a live
microalgae diet and carotenoid-free yeast diet. Next, I tested whether the red coloration of the
naupliar eye spot (Fig. 3-2) and the coloration of the egg sacs of gravid females (Fig. 3-2c) was
due to the presence of astaxanthin. Finally, I performed carefully controlled precursor-product
carotenoid-supplement feeding experiments to study the bioconversion of dietary precursor
carotenoids to astaxanthin by T. californicus.

Methods
Copepod culturing
Tigriopus californicus copepods collected from the wild in the vicinity of San Diego,
California have been raised in my laboratory since 2014 in 10 L aquaria in filtered artificial
seawater (ASW) at salinity of 32 at 24 °C on a 12 h light: 12 h dark light cycle and fed live
microalgae Tetraselmis chuii and Synechococcus spp. This diet contains algal-derived
carotenoids α- and β-carotene, lutein, and zeaxanthin (Guillard et al. 1985; Brown and Jeffrey
1992), which are hypothesized to be substrates for bioconversion to astaxanthin (Fig. 3-1). I refer
to copepods raised under these conditions as the ‘stock population’.
Testing the dietary origin of red coloration in T. californicus
To test the hypothesis that the characteristic orange-red coloration of T. californicus
depends on the presence of carotenoids in their diet, in 2015 I switched a sample of
approximately 1,000 stock population copepods to a carotenoid-free diet of nutritional yeast
(Bragg, Santa Barbara, CA). The nutritional yeast diet contains inactive dry yeast and a mix of
B-complex vitamins but lacks carotenoids. I cultured these copepods in 15 L containers with
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opaque sides and lids to deter algal growth under gentle aeration; changing the water and mixing
copepods from separate containers approximately once every three months. I refer to copepods
raised under these conditions as ‘yeast-fed copepods’. I sampled 10 adult copepods from the
stock population in triplicate and 10 yeast-fed copepods in triplicate then visually assessed
coloration and tested for the presence of carotenoids in their bodies as described below.
Qualitative carotenoid analysis of red eyespots
To determine whether the red coloration of the naupliar eyespot was carotenoid-based, I
dissected the portion of the cephalosome containing the eyespot from 10 adult yeast-fed
copepods. All 10 dissected eyespots were pooled in one tube and the corresponding 10 bodies
were pooled in a separate tube then processed and analyzed for carotenoids as described below.
Maternal deposition of astaxanthin to developing embryos
In a separate experiment, I sought to determine whether the red coloration of mature egg
sacs attached to stock population gravid females was carotenoid-based. I carefully removed red
egg sacs from three gravid females using a fine needle under a dissecting scope and processed
each clutch individually for carotenoid analysis as described below.
Bioconversion to astaxanthin from carotenoid supplementation of yeast-fed copepods
To definitively test for the bioconversion of dietary carotenoids to astaxanthin by T.
californicus, yeast-fed copepods were supplemented with either β-carotene, lutein, zeaxanthin,
and canthaxanthin. I chose these four precursor carotenoids for the feeding experiments because
they occupy various positions in the putative pathway used by copepods to produce astaxanthin
(Fig. 3-1). Stock solutions of β-carotene, lutein, zeaxanthin, and canthaxanthin were made from
water-soluble carotenoid beadlettes (DSM, Basel, Switzerland) in ASW and diluted to a working
carotenoid concentration of 2 µg mL-1. Each carotenoid-supplement contained only the
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carotenoid listed, except the lutein supplement. Of the total carotenoid content, 90.6% was pure
lutein, but zeaxanthin comprised 7.8%. Therefore, the “lutein” supplement contained 1.984 µg
mL-1 lutein, and 0.016 µg mL-1 zeaxanthin. For each carotenoid supplement group, 10 adult
copepods were placed in 5 mL carotenoid solution in each well of a six-well plate (n = 6 for each
supplement group) with 0.75 mg nutritional yeast as food for 48 h, then processed for carotenoid
analysis (see below).
Carotenoid analysis
After each experiment, copepods were placed in fresh ASW to clear gut contents, then
rinsed with de-ionized water, dried and –for the bioconversion experiment – weighed to the
nearest 0.01 mg. The mass from one sample from the β-carotene supplement group was not
recorded and one sample from the zeaxanthin supplement group was destroyed before carotenoid
analysis.
Carotenoids were extracted from copepods by sonicating in 500 µL HPLC-grade acetone
in a 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tube for 10s at 10W; I then capped tubes with nitrogen gas and
incubated them overnight at 4 °C in the dark. Samples were centrifuged at 3,000g for 5 min, the
supernatant was removed to a new tube and evaporated to dryness at 40 °C under vacuum, then
resuspended in 50 µL acetone. Carotenoids were separated using a Shimadzu HPLC system from
a 40 µL injection on to a Sonoma C18 column (10 µm, 250 x 4.6 mm, ES Technologies) fitted
with a C18 guard cartridge. I used mobile phases A) 80:20, methanol: 0.5 M ammonium acetate,
B) 90:10, acetonitrile:H2O, and C) ethyl acetate in a tertiary linear gradient as follows: 100% A
to 100% B over 4 min, then to 80% C: 20% B over 14 min, back to 100% B over 3 min and
returning to 100% A over 5 min and held for 6 minutes (Wright et al. 1991). Total run time was
32 min at a flow rate of 1 mL min -1. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a UV/VIS
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detector. Carotenoids were identified and quantified by comparison to authentic standards.
Astaxanthin concentration was normalized to copepod dry weight.
Statistical analysis
I tested for a difference in the amount of astaxanthin produced by copepods from each
group using ANOVA and evaluated pairwise comparisons between groups using Tukey HSD
post-hoc test.
Results
Dietary origin of the red coloration of T. californicus
The major carotenoid found in stock population copepods was free astaxanthin (mean ±
SE; 49.38 ± 2.19 ng copepod -1, n = 3). Minor amounts of mono and di-esterified astaxanthin
were detected comprising 3.22% and 8.83% of the total carotenoid content, respectively. I found
that when stock population copepods were switched to a carotenoid-free yeast diet they lost their
characteristic orange-red coloration and appeared clear (Fig. 3-2b). Biochemical analysis
revealed that a small but measurable amount of astaxanthin was detected in the yeast-fed
copepods (mean ± SE; 0.54 ± 0.016 ng copepod -1, n = 3).
Astaxanthin analysis of red eyespots
I detected no carotenoids in the red eyespot-enriched fraction of yeast-fed Tigriopus
californicus. Analysis of the corresponding body fraction returned a similar concentration of
astaxanthin as from the yeast-fed copepods in the previous experiment (0.3 ng copepod -1).
Astaxanthin analysis of red egg sacs
I found that the red egg sacs of stock population gravid females contained astaxanthin
(mean ± SE; 10.53 ± 3.31 ng egg sac -1, n = 3).
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Bioconversion of dietary supplemented carotenoids
I found that T. californicus copepods from each carotenoid supplement group
accumulated astaxanthin after 48 h when none was present in their diet (Fig. 3-3). The amount of
astaxanthin converted depended on the specific carotenoid supplemented (mean astaxanthin in
µg mg -1 dry mass of copepod ± SE); zeaxanthin (0.99 ± 0.11 µg mg -1, n =5) > canthaxanthin
(0.90 ± 0.12 µg mg -1, n =6) > β-carotene (0.38 ± 0.06 µg mg -1, n =5) > lutein (0.21 ± 0.02 µg
mg -1, n =6). I detected significant differences in astaxanthin production among supplement
groups (ANOVA, F (4,23) = 29.83, P < 0.0001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that
the amount of astaxanthin produced was not significantly different between zeaxanthin and
canthaxanthin groups (Tukey HSD, difference, (95% CI): -0.09, (-0.41 to 0.23) µg mg -1,
P=0.91) or between β-carotene and lutein groups (Tukey HSD, difference, (95% CI) : -0.17, (0.5 to 0.14) µg mg -1, P=0.49). However, I found that copepods supplemented with zeaxanthin
and canthaxanthin produced significantly more astaxanthin than copepods fed either β-carotene
or lutein (P < 0.001). In each supplement group, only free astaxanthin and the supplemented
carotenoid were detected. It is possible that exiguous amounts of intermediate carotenoids were
present in samples, but were not detected on the HPLC system.
Discussion
In this study, I conducted carefully controlled precursor/product tests to document the
bioconversion of dietary carotenoids to the red ketocarotenoid astaxanthin in the marine copepod
T. californicus. When they were maintained on a yeast diet that provided no carotenoids,
copepods became clear with no hint of red or yellow. Biochemical analysis confirmed that these
animals essentially lacked carotenoids in their tissues. When I supplemented yeast-fed
carotenoid-free copepods with β-carotene, lutein, zeaxanthin, or canthaxanthin for 48 h, I
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observed significant production of astaxanthin (Fig. 3-3). These experiments confirmed that T.
californicus requires carotenoid-rich foods to obtain their characteristic orange-red color and that
they bioconvert precursor carotenoids from their diet to astaxanthin.
The amount of astaxanthin produced depended on which carotenoid was the precursor for
bioconversion (Fig 3-3). Copepods fed zeaxanthin and canthaxanthin produced more astaxanthin
in 48h than copepods fed β-carotene or lutein. This pattern suggests that the number of oxidation
reactions required to convert the supplemented precursor carotenoid to astaxanthin may mediate
the rate of astaxanthin production in this species. Canthaxanthin and zeaxanthin require two
hydroxylation or two ketolation reactions respectively to form astaxanthin; whereas, β-carotene
requires 4-7 reactions, and lutein requires 3 reactions and a conversion from α-doradexanthin to
β-doradexanthin (Fig 2-1). Interestingly, a similar effect of supplementation with zeaxanthin
versus lutein was observed in a study of American Goldfinches, which transform dietary
carotenoid to Canary Xanthophyll A and B, and Northern Cardinals which transform dietary
pigments to astaxanthin. Both goldfinches and cardinals produced more oxidized pigments and
more colorful integumentary structures when they were fed zeaxanthin compared to when they
were fed lutein (McGraw et al. 2014).
In the wild, copepods that feed on micro and macro algae ingest relatively large
quantities of β-carotene, zeaxanthin, and lutein (Brown and Jeffrey 1992; Buffan-dubau et al.
1996; Sigaud-Kutner et al. 2005; Takaichi 2011; Wang et al. 2015). The bioconversion of dietary
carotenoids to astaxanthin has been documented in other copepod species (Rhodes 2007;
Caramujo et al. 2012), crustaceans (Hsu et al. 1970; Tanaka et al. 1976) and fish (Hsu et al.
1972) and these authors have concluded that the pathway begins with β-carotene. However, in
addition to being used as a pigment, β-carotene is also the main precursor for vitamin A
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synthesis in animals (Parker 1996), which may cause an allocation tradeoff between vitamin A
production and coloration (Hill and Johnson 2012). Alternatively, these results suggest that T.
californicus may utilize multiple carotenoids as substrates for bioconversion to astaxanthin
depending on which carotenoids are available in their diet, and/or the body’s need for vitamin A.
Zeaxanthin has no vitamin A capacity and I found that copepods fed this precursor produced
significantly more astaxanthin than β-carotene supplemented copepods. While I did not detect
any intermediates along the proposed bioconversion pathways, these results demonstrate that T.
californicus use zeaxanthin as a substrate for astaxanthin production. It is possible that
zeaxanthin is the start of a more efficient bioconversion pathway for astaxanthin production by
T. californicus. Future experiments that analyze larger amounts of copepods within shorter
sampling intervals may identify intermediate carotenoids and help resolve which astaxanthin
bioconversion pathway(s) is used by T. californicus.
It is unclear from this study whether T. californicus uses lutein as a substrate for
astaxanthin production because the lutein supplement also contained trace amounts of
zeaxanthin. Lutein is common in marine phytoplankton as well, and some marine animals are
thought to preferentially use lutein as the substrate for bioconversion to astaxanthin and other
ketocarotenoids. Hsu (Hsu et al. 1972) and Katayama (Katayama et al. 1973) have shown that
goldfish (Carassius auratus) potentially use lutein as precursor to astaxanthin. However, this
bioconversion pathway requires the isomerization of α-doradexanthin to β-doradexanthin, a
transformation that others have shown to be unlikely in fungus, plants, and other marine animals
(Matsuno et al. 1999; Ohkubo et al. 1999).
The red coloration of the eyespot is not dependent on diet; Tigriopus copepods fed either
algae or yeast both have red eye coloration (Fig 3-2). I found that the bright red eyespot
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coloration of T. californicus is not from astaxanthin, or any other carotenoid that I was able to
detect, and that the trace astaxanthin content of yeast-fed copepods is not located in the eye.
These results clarify that the red eye coloration is not from astaxanthin, but may be from the
visual pigment rhodopsin that may utilize 3-hydroxyretinal as the chromophore (Cronin 1986).
I found that females deposit astaxanthin to developing embryos, supporting previous
reports of this ketocarotenoid occurring in the egg sacs of other Tigriopus species (Goodwin and
Srisukh 1949). It has been proposed that deposition of astaxanthin to developing eggs provides
embryos photoprotection from solar UV radiation (Dethier 1980). Won et al. (2014) have shown
that experimental UV exposure reduced hatching success of Paracyclopina nana nauplii,
although the specific roles that carotenoids may play in survival following UV exposure remain
unclear.
Investigations into the genetic architecture and physiological mechanisms involved in
carotenoid metabolism in animals has only recently begun. The gene responsible for ketolation
of yellow dietary carotenoids in birds - dubbed the redness gene - was independently discovered
by Lopes et al (2016) and Mundy et al (2016). This gene encodes a cytochrome P450
oxidoreductase enzyme, CYP2J19, that has sequence motifs that implicate subcellular
localization to mitochondria. The enzyme that enables conversion of yellow to red pigments in
arthropods in general and Tigriopus copepods in particular has yet to determined, but Tigriopus
are poised to be the model for identification of the physiological mechanisms and cellular
locations involved in hydroxylation and ketolation of carotenoids in animals.
Conclusion
I have demonstrated that the orange-red coloration of Tigriopus californicus is a result of
bioconverting dietary yellow carotenoids to the red keto carotenoid astaxanthin. The
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experimental design of producing carotenoid-deficient copepods then supplementing with a
single precursor carotenoid could serve as a powerful system for elucidating the genetic
underpinnings and physiological constraints of carotenoid metabolism in this species, with broad
implications applicable to understanding the evolution of carotenoid-based ornaments in honest
signaling systems.
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Figures

Figure 3-1. Proposed bioconversion pathways for astaxanthin production in animals (modified
from Rhodes, 2007). Pathway I is used by some fishes, including goldfish, that utilizes lutein as a
substrate. ?? represents the putative transformation of α to β-doradexanthin. Pathway II utilizes
β-carotene or zeaxanthin as a substrate to astaxanthin. Pathway III begins with β-carotene and
includes canthaxanthin as an intermediate to astaxanthin. The class of enzyme responsible for
each transformation is italicized.
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Figure 3-2. Coloration of T. californicus fed different diets. Typical coloration of Tigriopus
californicus fed microalgae (A,C) and nutritional yeast (B). The red naupliar eye spot is present
in copepods fed both carotenoid-rich and carotenoid-deficient diets suggesting that production of
that eye pigment is not diet-dependent. (C) Females carry egg sacs that transition from dark gray
to red as embryos develop.
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Figure 3-3. Bioconversion of dietary carotenoids. Astaxanthin content of T. californicus
copepods after supplementation with a precursor carotenoid upstream of astaxanthin for 48h.
Least-squared means and standard error bars are shown and significantly different means are
indicated by separate letters.
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Chapter 4. Copper exposure reduced production of red carotenoids by the marine copepod,
Tigriopus japonicus
Manuscript published with co-authors Geoffrey Hill, Pou-Long Kuan, and Yung-Che Tseng in
2016 in Ecological Indicators 70, 393-400.

Introduction
Copper is a widespread and damaging marine pollutant. It is an essential micronutrient
for the synthesis of cofactors needed for basic cellular functions in animals, including aerobic
respiration, but at elevated levels, copper has wide-ranging deleterious effects both from acute
exposure and from the bioaccumulation and transfer to higher trophic levels (Rainbow, 2007).
Copper enters marine environments via leaching from antifouling paints used on ships
throughout the world (Matthiessen et al., 1999; Valkirs et al., 2003), from mining and smelting
operations (Castilla and Nealler, 1978), and from natural sources including hydrothermal vents
and atmospheric deposition (Lewis, 1995). Many marine waterways have high concentrations of
copper with serious negative effects on humans and wildlife (Georgopoulos et al., 2001;
Marsden and Rainbow, 2004; Rainbow, 2007).
Copper toxicity compromises the health of marine animals by catalyzing the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) that damage cellular components (Valko et al., 2006; Jomova and
Valko, 2011) and by depleting antioxidants including glutathione (Speisky et al., 2009). The
damaging effects from copper-induced ROS include reduced energy metabolism and growth
(Bancroft et al., 2007; Sabatini et al., 2009), decreased fecundity and longevity (Munkittrick and
Dixon, 1988; Bielmyer et al., 2006), and ultimately disruptions to population and food web
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dynamics (Real et al., 2003; Hamilton, 2004). Free copper ions require existing ROS (e.g.
superoxide or hydrogen peroxide; H2O2) or other reducing equivalents as redox partners to
induce oxidative damage (Jomova and Valko, 2011), and mitochondria are the main site of ROS
generation (Brookes, 2005; Kowaltowski et al., 2009). As a result, mitochondrial membranes in
particular take the brunt of heavy-metal-induced oxidative damage through lipid peroxidation of
the inner mitochondrial membrane (Gaetke and Chow, 2003), and oxidative stress has been
shown to reduce the rates of oxidative phosphorylation and activity of complex IV (cytochrome c
oxidase) of the electron transport system (Sokol et al., 1993; Krumschnabel et al., 2005;
Belyaeva et al., 2008). Disruption of core mitochondrial processes such as oxidative
phosphorylation has systemic deleterious effects. For example, copper-exposed copepods show
decreased growth and development rates (Lee et al., 2008a) and modulated expression of key
genes involved in mitochondrial respiration and antioxidant defense (Lee et al., 2008b; Ki et al.,
2009).
Aerobically respiring organisms have evolved a complex network of enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidants as an innate defense system to maintain ROS homeostasis and minimize
oxidative damage. Isoforms of superoxide dismutase are enzymatic antioxidants that reduce the
primary ROS generated, superoxide, to the less reactive secondary ROS, hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2). Glutathione can reduce H2O2 to water, thus eliminating one of the substrates by which
copper ions catalyze hydroxyl radical production. Through the loss of an electron to H2O2,
glutathione becomes oxidized thus losing antioxidant potential. However, radical scavenging by
glutathione is not a consumptive process; glutathione reductase (GR) regenerates glutathione to
its reduced state, restoring its antioxidant capacity. Glutathione also directly binds with free
copper ions, thus directly diminishing glutathione availability, and creating a more oxidized
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cellular environment which favors the production of ROS (Freedman et al., 1989). Gene
expression profiling of antioxidant defense response to heavy metal exposure has frequently
included GR to understand physiological consequences of environmental stressors in organisms
at the base of the marine food web (Kwok and Leung, 2005; Raisuddin et al., 2007; Ki et al.,
2009; Rhee et al., 2013).
Because of the targeted effects of copper on mitochondrial function, I was intrigued by
the potential of monitoring copper pollution via phenotypic traits that are sensitive to
mitochondrial function (Hill, 2014). The development of a bioassay using a model species that
reliably reflects copper contamination or other environmental pollutants would facilitate
monitoring of marine food webs. The marine copepod Tigriopus japonicus is widely used in
ecotoxicology (Raisuddin et al., 2007), and this species has three key attributes that make it an
ideal system for studying the impact of copper pollution on marine ecosystem health. First, T.
japonicus is easy to collect in large quantities along the rocky shores of the East Asian Pacific
coast and the species does well in laboratory settings. Second, the toxicities of many
environmental stressors have been studied using T. japonicus (Raisuddin et al., 2007). Third, the
entire mitochondrial genome and many nuclear genes have been annotated from recent
transcriptome analyses (Jung et al., 2006). Here, I propose that the orange-red color of T.
japonicus, which results from metabolic conversion of dietary yellow algal carotenoids to the red
ketocarotenoid, astaxanthin (Goodwin, 1986), holds potential to be an excellent bioassay of
copper pollution. The red carotenoid astaxanthin comprises more than 95% of the carotenoids
detected in Tigriopus copepods (Weaver et al., 2018) and is almost exclusively responsible for
their characteristic orange-red coloration. T. japonicus has been well studied in ecotoxicology,
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but the use of its red carotenoid production has not been investigated as a biomarker for
environmental stress.
Carotenoids have great potential as a sensitive indicator of marine ecosystem health
because of the dual role they play in animal physiology and coloration (Goodwin, 1986), and
because they are sensitive to environmental stressors (Hill, 1995, 2006). Although most animals
cannot synthesize carotenoids de novo, herbivorous consumers such as zooplankton, can
metabolically convert yellow dietary carotenoids into red ketocarotenoids (Goodwin, 1986).
Astaxanthin is a particularly important ketocarotenoid in marine systems; in addition to its use as
a colorant and for protection from UV radiation, it also potentially provides antioxidant defense
against ROS (Goodwin, 1986; Davenport et al., 2004; Caramujo et al., 2012). Although the
extent of antioxidant activity by carotenoids in vivo is uncertain, there is a large body of
literature suggesting that carotenoids are biologically relevant antioxidants based on theoretical
and in vitro evidence (Mortensen and Skibsted, 1997; Kobayashi and Sakamoto, 1999; Stahl and
Sies, 2003; Chew and Park, 2004; Higuera-Ciapara et al., 2006; Freeman-Gallant et al., 2011).
Recently, new ideas that link carotenoid metabolism to the redox reactions involved in cellular
respiration implicate proper mitochondrial function as a requisite for efficient conversion of
dietary yellow carotenoids into their red ketolated forms (Hill and Johnson, 2013). It follows that
disruption of mitochondrial function from oxidative damage will inhibit production of
astaxanthin, thus serving as a biomarker of environmental stress. Regardless of the mechanism
by which carotenoids are sensitive to ROS, carotenoids hold the potential to act as sensitive
indicators of environmental stress.
In this study, I tested the hypothesis that production of red ketocarotenoids is sensitive to
environmental stressors by exposing T. japonicus copepods to copper (Cu2+ from CuSO4) and
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measuring changes in expression of mitochondrial and antioxidant genes and in carotenoid
content. I predicted that if environmental stressors induced mitochondrial dysfunction and
increased ROS production then exposure to copper would decrease the production of red
carotenoid pigments by T. japonicus copepods.

Materials and methods
Animal collection and culturing conditions
T. japonicus were collected from Hoping Dao Island, Keelung City, Taiwan
(25°09'47.2"N, 121°45'48.2"E) and reared in the lab in 0.22µm filtered artificial seawater (ASW,
35 psu salinity, pH 8.03) at 26 C (± 0.5), on a 14h light: 10h dark cycle. Copepods were fed live
microalga Tetraselmis chui (Butcher), daily. This species of microalgae provides complete
nutrition for T. japonicus as well as the yellow precursor carotenoids— β-carotene and
zeaxanthin— that are necessary for the production of astaxanthin (Goodwin and Srisukh, 1949;
Brown and Jeffrey, 1992). Importantly, Tetraselmis chui contains no red ketolated carotenoids.
Therefore, any astaxanthin detected in T. japonicus will have come from oxidation of dietary
yellow carotenoids by the copepods. Copepods were acclimated to lab conditions for 2 weeks
prior to exposure experiments.
Copper exposure
To test for the effect of environmental stressors on copepod carotenoid content I exposed
T. japonicus to sub-lethal levels of copper in an acute 24h exposure experiment. Copper test
solutions were made from 1M stock solution of CuSO4 (Wako Pure Chemicals Osaka, Japan)
and diluted to a concentration of 2 mg/L using filtered ASW, pH 8.03. This copper concentration
has been shown to have low mortality, but still modulate antioxidant gene transcript levels in T.
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japonicus (Lee et al., 2007, 2008b; Rhee et al., 2013), which suggests that there are
physiological consequences at this exposure level. All stock solutions were prepared the same
day as the beginning of the exposure experiment.
Experiments were carried out in 200 mL beakers containing 100 mL of test solution
(ASW or Cu). Copepods were contained in test chambers consisting of a 5.7 x 3.8cm section of
polycarbonate tube fitted with 100uM synthetic nylon mesh (Nitex) bottom and suspended in test
beakers (Ziegenfuss and Hall, 1998). Approximately 200 adult copepods —males and nongravid females — were randomly distributed to each treatment test beaker in replicates of five
(copper n=5, control n=5). Each beaker was gently aerated to prevent particulate settling and to
maintain high air saturation.
To measure how carotenoid content and expression of antioxidant (glutathione reductase;
GR) and mitochondrial (cytochrome c oxidase I; COI) genes of copepods responds to Cu
exposure 50 individuals were sampled from each replicate at each 0, 6, 12, and 24h time point.
Ten adults were processed for carotenoid analysis and the remaining copepods (~40) were
processed for gene expression analysis. The number of copepods per sample was determined
from a pilot study that found the minimum number necessary for detection of carotenoids and
extraction of high quality RNA. Test solution temperature, pH, and salinity were recorded at
each sampling point after harvesting copepods followed by the addition of 1mL aliquot of T. chui
alga.
Carotenoid analysis using ultra high performance liquid chromatography (UPLC)
At the time of sampling, copepods were homogenized in 500 µL HPLC-grade acetone
and incubated in the dark at 4C for 24h. After incubation, supernatant containing carotenoids was
filtered through 0.2 µm hydrophilic polypropylene discs (Pall Corp), evaporated to dryness under
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vacuum at 40C then re-suspended in 100 µL acetone and kept at -80C until all samples were
collected. All samples were run at the same time under the following conditions: 10 µL of
sample was injected to a Waters Acquity H-Class BEH C18 (1.7 µm, 2.1 mm X 50 mm) UPLC
column kept at 7C. The sample was delivered to the column using a linear gradient mobile phase
consisting of A: 100 % dH2O, B: Acetonitrile:Methanol, 70:30 v/v at flow rate of 0.2 mL min-1.
Initial ratio of 15% A: 85% B for 10 seconds, 100% B for 5.86 min, then returned to initial ratio
over 4 min. Relative amounts of carotenoids were quantified by an ultraviolet/visible detector set
to 450nm by calculating the area under the curve of each peak. Free astaxanthin was identified
by comparison of peak retention time to an analytical standard obtained under identical UPLC
conditions (Sigma). Carotenoid extraction and processing were done under low light conditions
to prevent carotenoid artefacts from photo-oxidation.
mRNA preparation and RT-qPCR
Whole adult copepods were homogenized in Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) on ice immediately after sampling. Total RNA was extracted and purified following
manufacture’s protocol and DNA contaminants were removed using DNase I (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA). Total RNA quality and quantity was assessed by measuring absorbance at
260 and 280nm using a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies,
Wilmington, DE, USA). First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 0.5 µg of total RNA using
SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA); total reaction volume was
20 µL. mRNA transcript abundance of GR and COI genes were measured using real time RTPCR along with reference gene glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH; Table 41). SYBR Green (Invitrogen) was used as a fluorescent dye for the detection of target and
reference gene PCR products. Amplification and detection was carried out on a Roche
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LightCycler 480 using 1µL of cDNA with 0.2µL of each primer set of target and reference genes
were reacted under the following conditions: 1 cycle for 5 min at 95°C followed by 45 cycles of
95°C, 58°C, and 72°C for 10 seconds each. To confirm amplification of target genes melting
curve analysis was conducted with 1 cycle of 95 °C for 5s at a rate of 4.4 °C/s, 65 °C for 1min at
a rate of 2.2 °C/s, then increased to a hold temperature of 97 °C at a rate of 0.11 °C/s with 5
readings/°C. qPCR reactions for each of the five biological replicates per treatment were
analyzed in triplicate in a 384-well format with no-template and no-reverse-transcription
controls.
Statistical Analyses
Modeling RT-qPCR data
Reference gene (GAPDH) and target gene (GR and COI) raw threshold cycle (Ct) values
were exported from Roche LightCycler 480 instrument software to LinRegPCR (v. 2015.3) to
calculate PCR efficiencies using a window-of-linearity approach. Statistical analyses of gene
expression were performed using the MCMC.qpcR package (Matz et al. 2013) in R-Studio
(version 0.99.878). Raw cycle data were log-transformed and modeled using a generalized linear
mixed model with a Poisson distribution, to estimate the fold change in target gene mRNA in
response to fixed effects of treatment and time point. Beaker ID was set as a random factor to
incorporate variation from grouping experimental units into beakers that were repeatedly
sampled. Parameter estimates were obtained using a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) process, using expression of the reference gene as an informative prior for expression
of the target genes. Parameter estimates of fold-change in gene expression are reported as
posterior means and 95% credible intervals. Pairwise differences between exposure treatment
and controls at each time point were calculated, controlling for multiple testing.
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Real-time quantitative PCR was used to measure changes in mRNA abundance of GR
and COI of T. japonicus copepods during exposure to Cu relative to unexposed copepods. Target
gene transcript abundance was normalized to GAPDH mRNA levels and reported as the mean
fold change in transcript abundance relative to control with 95% credible intervals (CRI).
Credible intervals are Bayesian analogs to confidence intervals and can be interpreted as a 95%
probability that the true fold change in mRNA abundance occurs in this range
Astaxanthin Analysis
To evaluate how copper exposure affected the production of carotenoids I report
carotenoid amounts as the mean relative change in carotenoids (with 95% confidence intervals)
from time zero. Preliminary results found that free astaxanthin (i.e. not esterified) to be the
dominant carotenoid of this species (95%) with mono- and di-esters of astaxanthin and
unidentified minor carotenoids comprising approximately 5% of the total carotenoid content.
Because relative amounts of total carotenoids and free astaxanthin were highly correlated (R2 =
0.987), I used only relative amount of free astaxanthin from time 0h as the response variable in
the models. I compared relative astaxanthin amount between treatment groups over time using a
linear mixed effects model, including fixed effects of treatment and time point as well as an
interaction between treatment and time. I also included a random effect of beaker ID to account
for repeated sampling from the same beaker.

Results
Changes in target gene mRNA abundance during 24h Cu exposure
I found that COI transcript abundance of Cu-exposed copepods was significantly higher
than control copepods at each time point (Fig. 4-1). GR mRNA was more abundant in Cu-
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exposed copepods at each time point but these increases were only significantly different from
control copepods at 12h (Table 4-2).
Changes in astaxanthin during 24h Cu exposure
I found that copepods in both groups increased the amount of astaxanthin after 24h
relative time 0h (Fig. 4-2). After six hours, both control and copper exposed copepods increased
the amount of astaxanthin in their tissues (Table 4-3). At both 12h and 24h control copepods
continued to increase the amount of astaxanthin, while copper exposed copepods had
significantly less astaxanthin (Table 4-3).

Discussion
I investigated the effects of copper exposure on mitochondrial and antioxidant gene
expression and the production of red carotenoid pigments in the marine copepod Tigriopus
japonicus and observed that copper-exposed copepods had a relatively higher abundance of COI
and GR transcripts and accumulated less astaxanthin than copepods that were not exposed to
environmental copper. These observations are consistent with the prediction that production of
ketolated carotenoids is sensitive to mitochondrial function and oxidative state. These findings
suggest that red ketocarotenoid content in copepods could serve as a sensitive indicator of marine
copper pollution.
Classical ecotoxicology endpoints for exposure to sub-lethal concentrations of toxicants
focus mainly on population ecology dynamics such as growth rates and individual endpoints
including larval development and mortality (Cairns Jr et al., 1981; Bechmann, 1994). More
recently, transcriptomic analyses have been used to examine the effects of stressors on the up and
down regulation of components of stress responses (Raisuddin et al., 2007; Ki et al., 2009).
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Behavioral endpoints such as swimming speed also link exposure and physiological responses to
a functional consequence (Rice et al., 1997; Cohen et al., 2007; Garaventa et al., 2010).
Carotenoid pigmentation is unique in that it reveals immediate functional consequences of
pollutant exposure at a molecular level. Moreover, carotenoids can be quantified either through
simple HPLC methods or by measurement of the coloration of tissues (Saks et al., 2003; McKay,
2013).
The chemical properties of animal carotenoids lie at the core of their sensitivity as
indicators of environmental stress. Production of red carotenoids from primary consumers
requires enzymatic oxidation of precursor yellow carotenoids obtained through the diet (Britton
and Goodwin, 1982; Goodwin, 1986; Lopes et al., 2016). These oxidation reactions have been
proposed to be dependent on cellular redox homeostasis and functionality of mitochondria (Hill
and Johnson, 2012; Johnson and Hill, 2013). The observation that copper exposure not only
upregulated mitochondrial and antioxidant genes, likely in response to increased copper-induced
ROS levels, but also decreased production of astaxanthin is consistent with the former
hypothesis. Cytotoxicity of copper has been shown to directly modulate both redox homeostasis
and mitochondrial function (Stohs and Bagchi, 1995; Craig et al., 2007; Belyaeva et al., 2008;
Speisky et al., 2009).
The specific mechanism by which environmental copper is proposed to disrupt
carotenoid pigmentation arises from the redox capacity of free intracellular copper ions.
Physiological levels of copper are essential to cell function. Cellular copper ions are redox active
in both oxidation states (Cu2+ or Cu1+) and serve critical functional roles including facilitating
electron transfer through cytochrome c oxidase in mitochondria during cellular respiration and
cytosolic free radical defense, (e.g. Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase). Because of its high reactivity,
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copper is transported and bound to these proteins in tightly controlled processes through
chaperones. Therefore, intracellular copper is almost completely absent in its free form (Rae et
al., 1999). However, when copper levels exceed biological demands or storage capacity, free
copper ions accumulate in cells and react with H2O2 to form hydroxyl free radicals through
Fenton-like reactions (Valavanidis et al., 2006; Macomber and Imlay, 2009; Jomova and Valko,
2011). Hydroxyl radicals preferentially damage lipid-bound proteins like those in the inner
mitochondrial membrane which are integral to cellular respiration (Sokol et al., 1993; Macomber
and Imlay, 2009).
In this study I found that copper exposure modulated COI transcript levels in a timedependent manner suggesting that copper-induced ROS likely damaged these mitochondrial
proteins causing an upregulation of COI gene transcription. The most pronounced increase in
COI mRNA was after 12h of copper exposure with intermediate increases at 6 and 24h (Fig. 42). This pattern of gene expression suggests that as antioxidant systems were upregulated (GR;
Fig. 4-2), copper-induced ROS decreased, leading to less damage to mitochondrial membranes,
which in turn, decreased the expression of mitochondrial proteins that were upregulated to
replace damaged mitochondria. The North American sister species, T. californicus, had similar
physiological responses to increased ROS production and mitochondrial dysfunction following
interpopulation hybridization (Barreto and Burton, 2013; Barreto et al., 2015). Previous studies
on copper toxicity have shown modulation of mitochondrial and antioxidant genes following
copper exposure (Scott and Major, 1972; Bremner, 1998; Craig et al., 2007; Ki et al., 2009; Rhee
et al., 2013). Although I did not measure ROS levels or mitochondrial function directly, the
observation that COI and GR transcript levels were increased during Cu exposure suggests that
mitochondria of T. japonicus copepods were damaged through lipid peroxidation from copper-
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induced hydroxyl radicals and that there was a physiological response to Cu exposure. At the
same time, I observed more than a 50% reduction in the amount of astaxanthin found in Cu
exposed copepods relative to control copepods (Fig. 3) suggesting that a drastic phenotypic
change over a relatively short period of time is acutely signaling physiological responses to an
environmental stressor.
The mechanisms that link red carotenoid production to physiological stress through ROS
or mitochondrial function have not fully been elucidated. The most widely purported explanation
is that because carotenoids have the potential to act as antioxidants, oxidative stress causes
carotenoids to be used as free radical scavengers instead of being oxidized into red pigments
(von Schantz et al., 1999; Pérez-Rodríguez, 2009). To date there is conflicting empirical support
for the role of carotenoids to act as antioxidants in vivo (Olson and Owens, 1998; Costantini and
Møller, 2008). For example, susceptibility to pro-oxidant stressors of the meiobenthic copepod
Amphiascoides atopus, was dependent on astaxanthin content of the copepods at the beginning of
the experiment (Caramujo et al., 2012), which suggests a possible protective role for astaxanthin.
However, several studies have found evidence for the pro-oxidant effects of carotenoids (Britton,
1995; Paiva and Russell, 1999; Huggins et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012). Carotenoid
supplementation of the cyclopoid copepod, Paracyclopina nana under high density culture stress
not only had no effect on naupliar production, but also was associated with upregulation of GR
gene expression (Lee et al., 2012), suggesting that carotenoids do not mediate, and may actually
exacerbate, the effects of oxidative stress on antioxidant systems. In this study and many others
on T. japonicus heavy metal and other pro-oxidant stressors were also associated with
upregulation of GR and other antioxidant genes (Kwok and Leung, 2005; Seo et al., 2006; Lee et
al., 2008b; Kim et al., 2011).
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Copper exposure has been shown to decrease activity levels, including feeding rates, in
other studies on marine animals and could explain some of the patterns observed in this study
(De Boeck et al., 1997; Chen and Lin, 2001; Correia et al., 2001). Lee et al. (2008b) and Seo et
al., (2006), among others, examined the physiological consequences of Cu exposure in T.
japonicus during starvation and found similar modulation of key antioxidant genes but did not
measure how carotenoid levels changed in response to exposure. Kwok and Leung (2005) noted
that T. japonicus copepods exposed to copper subjectively appeared less colorful than unexposed
copepods (i.e. had less astaxanthin) when both groups were unfed, but did not quantify this
apparent change in coloration. Caramujo et al (2012) also conducted a copper-exposure
experiment using unfed A. atopus copepods, and found a 20 – 47% decrease in astaxanthin
compared to un-exposed copepods, and a 70% decrease when copper exposure was combined
with UV-light stress. However, Pérez-Rodríguez and Viñuela (2008) found that food restriction
had a positive effect on eye ring redness of red-legged partridges, (Alectoris rufa), where food
restricted birds had redder eye rings, but fewer circulating carotenoids. In the present study,
whether astaxanthin content decreased during copper exposure because toxicant exposure
affected feeding and therefore access to the precursors need for its formation, or because damage
to mitochondrial-associated proteins that may be involved in the bioconversion of dietary
precursors to astaxanthin prevented astaxanthin accumulation cannot be resolved.
The ultimate goal of this study was to determine if red carotenoid production was
sensitive to environmental stressors. Carotenoid content and color in other taxa have been used
as bio-indicators of environmental stress (Isaksson et al., 2005; Lopez-Antia et al., 2015;
Vallverdú-Coll et al., 2016). In this study, I used copper exposure as a source of pro-oxidant
stress, but these findings are consistent with those from studies that examined the effect of other
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pro-oxidants on carotenoids including lead (Vallverdú-Coll et al., 2015, 2016), testosterone
(Alonso-Alvarez et al., 2008), and other pollutants (Isaksson et al., 2005; Pérez-Rodríguez et al.,
2010). Isaksson and others found that great tits (Parus major) from an urban environment, likely
with more pollution, had fewer carotenoids in their feathers, and had a relatively larger pool of
oxidized glutathione than birds from rural sites (Isaksson et al., 2005). In a follow-up study in
which oxidative stress was experimentally induced with the pro-oxidant paraquat, however,
carotenoids levels of great tits were not affected by increased levels of free radicals (Isaksson
and Andersson, 2008). It is interesting to note that this bird species has yellow feathers and does
not modify dietary yellow carotenoids; instead they directly deposit them to feathers (McGraw,
2006). Alonso-Alvarez et al (2008) found that testosterone-supplemented red-legged partridges
(Alectoris rufa) had higher levels of yellow circulating carotenoids and decreased red coloration
of their red carotenoid-pigmented facial mask (De Blas et al., 2014). Conversely a recent study
on the same species found a positive relationship between red coloration and pesticide-induced
oxidative stress (Lopez-Antia et al., 2015). Thiram-exposed red-legged partridges had higher
levels of circulating yellow carotenoids and redder beak coloration than un-exposed partridges
(Lopez-Antia et al., 2015). Clearly, more research is needed to deduce the complex relationships
of oxidative stress, antioxidant systems, carotenoid metabolism, and carotenoid coloration.
Objectively measured carotenoid color values have been strongly linked to internal
concentrations of carotenoids (Saks et al., 2003). The observation that copper-exposed copepods
had a physiological response that correlated with decreased red carotenoid production is
encouraging for further tests on the efficacy of carotenoid color as a biomarker for environmental
stress. Indeed, carotenoid coloration has been shown to be sensitive to other environmental
stressors such as UV-radiation (Caramujo et al., 2012; Brüsin et al., 2016), other heavy metals
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(Isaksson et al., 2005; Eeva et al., 2008), and parasites (Hill, 1995; McGraw and Hill, 2000).
Future studies should address the functional role of carotenoids as antioxidants in vivo through
carefully planned experiments to further elucidate the mechanisms by which carotenoid
metabolism links to oxidative stress in animals.
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Tables

Table 4-1. Primers used for RT-qPCR
Amplicon
Protein name

Abbreviation

Primer sequence
size (bp)

Glutathione
Reductase

GR

Cytochrome C
Oxidase subunit
I

COI

Glyceraldehyde
-3-Phosphate
Dehydrogenase

GAPDH

F 5’CCATGACGGACAGAAAGCAGATGAC-3’

234

R 5’- CTCCCATCTTGATGGCAACTCC-3’

310

F 5’GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG-3’

300

R 5’TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA3’

339

F 5’-GAGCTGGACAGAACATCATC-3’

299

R 5’-GAATACCCCAAGTATCCCTTC-3’

303

F, forward primer; R, reverse primer
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Table 4-2. Bayesian MCMC mean fold change in mRNA transcripts of target genes in response
to copper exposure over 24h. 95% CRI are Bayesian analogs to frequentist credible intervals.

Timepoint

Gene

Fold Change

Lower 95%
CRI

Upper 95% CRI

MCMC p-value

COI

1.58

1.08

2.52

0.029

GR

1.23

0.84

1.73

0.266

COI

2.66

1.84

3.97

0.000001

GR

1.58

1.11

2.19

0.010

COI

1.56

1.07

2.29

0.023

GR

1.32

0.97

1.84

0.108

6h

12h

24h
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Table 4-3. Restricted maximum likelihood estimated mean relative change in astaxanthin over
24h from a linear mixed effects model.

Time

Exposure

Relative
Change

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Control

1.73

1.12

2.33

Copper

1.56

0.64

2.47

Control

2.60

1.99

3.20

Copper

1.31

0.39

2.22

Control

3.18

2.57

3.78

Copper

1.32

0.37

2.26

6h

12h

24h
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t-value

p-value

-0.373

0.712

-2.82

0.0095

-3.92

0.0007

Figures

Fig 4-1. Log2 fold change in transcript abundance of cytochrome c oxidase 1 (COI) and
glutathione reductase (GR) during 24h copper exposure relative to control copepods. Abundance
data were normalized to reference gene (GAPDH) transcript abundance. Mean ±95% credible
intervals. Credible intervals that do not overlap zero indicate a significant difference from control
exposure.
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Fig 4-2. Relative change in astaxanthin levels in copepods relative to time 0h. Mean (± SE).
Values greater than 1 indicate an increase in astaxanthin while a value less than 1 indicates
decreased astaxanthin relative to time 0h.
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Chapter 5. Hybrid breakdown in red carotenoid production from interpopulation crosses of
Tigriopus californicus
Introduction
Cellular respiration requires extensive interaction between proteins encoded by both the
nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. Consequently, coevolution of the two genomes within
populations results in mitonuclear coadaptation that is fundamental in shaping the patterns and
processes of hybridization, speciation, and adaptation in eukaryotes by enabling cellular
respiration (Hill, 2015). Hybridization between populations can lead to the pairing of
mitochondrial and nuclear genes that are not fully coadapted, resulting in reduced ATP
production, increased release of reactive oxygen species, and loss of fitness in a portion of
recombinant individuals (Arnqvist et al., 2010; Lane, 2012; Jovanović et al., 2014; Immonen et
al., 2015).
Among the best studied animal systems with respect to hybrid breakdown resulting from
mitonuclear incompatibilities is the marine copepod, Tigriopus californicus (Burton, 1990;
Burton et al., 2006; Harrison and Burton, 2006). The F1 offspring of crosses between divergent
populations of T. californicus show no loss of fitness because all individuals receive a complete
set of maternal nuclear genes that are coadapted with the maternally inherited mitochondrial
genes (Burton et al., 2006; Ellison and Burton, 2008a). In F2 and subsequent crosses, however,
recombination shuffles nuclear genes such that two non-adapted paternal alleles can be expressed
at some loci, resulting in mitonuclear incompatibilities (Ellison and Burton, 2008b; Barreto and
Burton, 2013). The result is variable performance among F2 hybrids depending on the specific
combinations of nuclear genes that they carry, but on average F2 hybrid offspring have lower
fitness than parental individuals due to mitonuclear incompatibilities (Ellison and Burton,
2008a).
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Previously unstudied in T. californicus is the physiological constraints on their orangered coloration that comes from the red ketocarotenoid astaxanthin. Tigriopus californicus and
other crustaceans produce astaxanthin by bioconverting yellow carotenoids obtained from their
microalgae diet (Weaver et al., 2018). The pathways for production of red carotenoid pigments
are the same in copepods as in vertebrate animals, although the specific enzymes used by
arthropods and vertebrates are likely different (Mojib et al., 2014). Numerous studies on birds,
fish, and reptiles have demonstrated that the hue and saturation of red carotenoid-based color
displays is associated with the condition and quality of individuals, but a major question remains:
what mechanism gives rise to an association between carotenoid coloration and individual
quality (Weaver et al., 2017)?
It was recently proposed that carotenoid-based ornaments are an index signal of
mitochondrial performance because the conversion of yellow dietary carotenoids to red
carotenoids shares a pathway with redox reactions of mitochondrial respiration (Johnson and
Hill, 2013; Hill, 2014). Here I tested the hypothesis that red carotenoid production is sensitive to
mitonuclear incompatibility by performing interpopulation crosses of T. californicus and
comparing the amount of astaxanthin produced in parental and hybrid copepods. I predicted that
if production of red carotenoids is tied to mitochondrial function, then hybrids from populations
that have previously shown consistent breakdown in mitochondrial function from mitonuclear
incompatibilities would also show breakdown in production of the red carotenoid, astaxanthin.

Methods
Copepod collection and rearing
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I collected Tigriopus californicus from Abalone Cove, Los Angeles, California, USA
(AB: 33 44’ N, 118 22’ W) and San Diego, California, USA (SD: 32 45’ N, 117 15’ W). These
two populations have over 7% mitochondrial cytochrome b sequence divergence (Barreto and
Burton, 2013), but laboratory hybrids are viable and fecund. I kept copepods in 200 mL beakers
in artificial seawater (32 psu) at 24C on a 12h light/dark cycle and fed them the live microalga,
Tetraselmis chuii. To test for the effects of hybridization on carotenoid bioconversion without
the confounding effect of stored carotenoids, prior to the experiment I switched both populations
of copepods to a carotenoid-deficient diet of nutritional yeast (Bragg, Santa Barbara, CA), which
produced copepods that were essentially carotenoid-free (Weaver et al., 2018).
Generation of inbred hybrid and parental lines
I produced hybrid and parental inbred lines of copepods following Ellison and Burton
(Ellison and Burton, 2008b). I experimentally crossed virgin females from one population with
adult males from the other population (e.g., AB x SD) to produce F3 hybrids. A reciprocal hybrid
cross (SD x AB) and parental control cross (e.g., AB x AB) was performed as well. To generate
inbred recombinant and parental lines, F3 females with egg sacs from hybrid and parental
lineages were placed in six-well plates. After the first clutch of eggs hatched, the female was
removed and F4 nauplii were reared as discrete family units and forced to inbreed. Lineages were
inbred for one generation to produce F5 hybrid and parental inbred individuals for carotenoid
analysis.
Bioconversion of dietary carotenoids
To measure the effect of hybridization on astaxanthin production, F5 copepods were
switched to a diet of live microalga, Tetraselmis chuii, which contains the carotenoid precursors
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required for the bioconversion to astaxanthin (Brown and Jeffrey, 1992; Weaver et al., 2018) ad
libitum for 7 days.
Carotenoid analysis
I pooled all individuals from each inbred clutch per line then extracted carotenoids from
copepods using acetone. Carotenoids were separated using reversed-phase HPLC following
(Weaver et al., 2018). Astaxanthin was identified and quantified by comparison to an authentic
standard. Astaxanthin concentration was normalized to copepod dry weight.
Statistical analysis
The values of astaxanthin concentration were log-transformed for analysis to meet the
assumption of normally-distributed residuals. The data were fit to a mixed effects model with
generation as a fixed effect and line as a random effect using maximum likelihood by the nmle
package (Pinheiro et al., 2017) in R (R Core Team, 2014). I report parameter estimates from a
model that assumed unequal variances between parental and hybrid lineages because it
performed better than when equal variance was assumed (variance ratio: 2.35; ΔAIC = -2.44, p =
0.03).

Results
Before the hybridization experiment, I found that parental SD copepods contained more
astaxanthin than parental AB copepods (t =-7.08, df= 2.98 p= 0.005). After four hybrid
generations and one generation of inbreeding, nine AB parental lines and eight AB x SD hybrid
lines were viable, while SD parental lines and SD x AB hybrid lines did not survive to carotenoid
analysis. Previously, T. californicus has been shown to be sensitive to inbreeding (Brown, 1991),
which is likely the cause of the mortality that I observed in SD parental and SD x AB hybrid
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lines. Based on the viable lines, I found that, overall, hybrids converted less astaxanthin than
parental lines (mean log astaxanthin (ng mg -1) ± s.e. ; hybrid: 2.01 ± 0.064, parental: 2.18 ±
0.04 ; t = -2.19, df =15, p = 0.04, Fig. 5-1a).

Discussion
I tested the hypothesis that hybridization between populations with known mitonuclear
incompatibilities would decrease bioconversion of dietary carotenoids to the red carotenoid
astaxanthin in T. californicus. I found that, on average, hybrid lineages produced less astaxanthin
than parental lineages (Fig. 5-1a). As has been demonstrated in previous studies of T.
californicus (Ellison and Burton, 2010), hybrid lineages were more variable in phenotype than
were parental lineages (Fig 5-1b). Links between mitochondrial function and astaxanthin
production have been found in the sister species, T. japonicus, in response to an environmental
stressor (Weaver et al., 2016), but to my knowledge, I present the first report on the effects of
hybridization on red carotenoid coloration from populations that are known to have mitonuclear
incompatibilities.
Previous research demonstrated that the negative fitness consequences resulting from
crosses of divergent populations of T. californicus can be traced, at least in part, to mitonuclear
incompatibilities leading to poor function of the mitochondrial electron transport system (Ellison
and Burton, 2008b) as well as reduced function of transcription of mitochondrial genes (Ellison
and Burton, 2008a, 2010). The physiological outcome of mitonuclear incompatibilities in
copepod hybrids includes release of more free radicals (Barreto and Burton, 2013), production of
less ATP (Ellison and Burton, 2006), and presumably a low inner mitochondrial membrane
potential.
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The mechanism that gives rise to associations between carotenoid coloration and
measures of individual quality and that prevents cheating strategies from evolving remains a
major unresolved issue in physiological and evolutionary ecology (Weaver et al., 2017). The
observed reduction in astaxanthin production that was associated with hybrid breakdown in this
study supports the hypothesis that red carotenoid coloration is a signal of mitochondrial function
and thus, mitonuclear compatibility (Hill and Johnson, 2013; Hill, 2014). Whether loss of red
pigmentation in hybrid copepods is a result of shared pathways related to redox processes within
mitochondria (Johnson and Hill, 2013) or of more indirect effects via increased free radicals or
reduced ATP (Woodall et al., 1997) will require additional experiments to resolve.
Numerous experiments have been performed on animals with carotenoid coloration in
which environmental conditions are manipulated and the effects on coloration measured (Griffith
et al., 2006; Simons et al., 2012). While such studies have partially supported the idea that
carotenoid coloration is condition dependent, the data that such experiments provide cannot
distinguish between resource allocation and shared pathway hypotheses (Weaver et al., 2017).
Directly manipulating core cellular processes—whether through hybridization, chemical
disruptors, or genetic knockdown or knockout methods— provides a new avenue for
investigating the mechanisms that make carotenoids a reliable signal of quality.
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Figures

Figure 5-1. Log-transformed astaxanthin concentrations of average (a) parental and hybrid
lineages and (b) individual isofemale hybrid lineages. Filled black circles (a) are maximum
likelihood estimated means, open circles (b) are raw means with standard error bars. The
horizontal dashed line marks the parental mean. Small yellow points show the individual
measurements of astaxanthin concentrations within each lineage. (n) = number of inbred clutches
per line.
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